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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, there is no argument that Estonia lost democracy on 12 March 1934. At the

time, it was hoped to be temporary. Supporters of democracy – most famous of them being

Jaan Tõnisson, hoped that assurances cleverly given by Konstantin Päts from time to time that

after this is done or that has been achieved, meant that democracy would be restored.

It  was  part  of  the  story  Päts  was  selling.  At  first  that  there  had  been  severe  and

imminent  threat  by the far  right-wing people´s  movement  Vapsid to Estonian democracy,

helped by an actively spread story of anxiety and chaos in society before the coup. Soon

another story, that of state-building, was added. Thus, continuously there was seemingly a

reason not to return to democracy.

This thesis tries to investigate how these stories were used as part of the persuasion

which according to John C. Turner`s three-process theory on the nature of power, helped Päts

to consolidate his power. I also study how Päts used legitimacy, control, and coercion to that

effect.

My research focuses on the period from May 1933 to December 1935. From the time

before the coup to show how the story of anxiety and chaos was created, to the time after the

coup, when Päts consolidated his power.

My research  analysis  concentrates  on  six  newspapers,  of  which  one  claimed  to  be

independent and other five were newspapers of the main political  parties of the period of

study:  Päewaleht (independent),  Postimees (Centre  Party),  Maaleht (Settlers  Party),  Kaja

(Farmers Party),  Rahva Sõna (Socialist Party) and  Võitlus (Vapsid). I conduct my research

using discourse analysis of those articles that dealt with the main political issues and events of

the time.

The study reveals how masterfully Päts consolidated his power, fitting Turner´s theory

perfectly.  His  timing  and  reading  of  the  situation  and  his  opponents  was  excellent.  He

seemingly never went too far, e.g. coercion was used sparingly but firmly. The opposition was

left helpless as they seemed to believe or chose to believe his claims of the eventual return to

democracy, and by the time they started to realise that was not the case, it was too late. Päts

had consolidated his power.

 

KEYWORDS:  DEMOCRACY,  INDEPENDENCE,  COUP  D´ETAT,  POWER,  PÄTS,

STORY OF THREAT, STATE-BUILDING, ANXIETY, TURNER, NEWSPAPERS
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INTRODUCTORY PART

1. INTRODUCTION, AIMS AND RESEARCH QUESTION

The Republic of Estonia, which had achieved independence following the World War I, lost

its democracy on 12 March 1934 after the coup d’etat by president Konstantin Päts and general

Johan Laidoner.1 They argued that the political movement  Vapsid (short from Vabadussõjalased,

Veterans’ League)  had planned to violently  take power and establish dictatorship.  Thus,  in the

interests of Estonian people, democracy and independence, they had to take strict measures against

the Vapsid, declare the state of emergency all over the country and restrict all parties and the rights

of the citizens.2

That date in Estonian history marks loss of democracy for 57 years. As the Era of Silence

was followed by 50 years of Soviet occupation, Päts became somewhat ironically the symbol of

Estonian independence. It is understandable as he was the only president of Estonia until 1992 and

something to hold onto among Estonians who had escaped abroad as well as the ones trying to

survive Soviet occupation.

I heard a story few years ago that one Estonian lady in her 90s living in Sweden still valued

portrait  of  Päts  as  one  of  her  treasures  and regarded him as  the  President  and “Father  of  our

country”. Päts did try his best to spread a cult of personality and from the first moments after the

coup claimed that he felt responsibility to take care of the “sick” Estonian people as a father would.

Interestingly, in 2017 as Estonia’s 100th birthday was approaching, the question of the role

of  Päts  and the  Vapsid was  raised.  There  were  heated  arguments  as  Estonian  president  Kersti

Kaljulaid somewhat surprisingly openly opposed the plan to erect a monument for Päts near the

parliament.  She  stated  that  Päts  and Laidoner  were  partly  responsible  for  the  loss  of  Estonian

independence in 1940 as they had created the “silent regime” which meant that they did not have

anybody next to them for support at these hard times. She even stated that if the monument of Päts

would be erected near the parliament, she would not be at the opening. There had been arguments

about the monument before, but never had the president stated such a strong opinion on the matter.3

It shows that times are changing and it is possible to criticise Päts, however it did create

heated debate. For example, centre-right Reform Party MP Erik-Niiles Kross argued that Päts had

been  a  symbol  of  Estonian  independence  during  Soviet  occupation  and  thus  he  deserved  a

monument.4 Former  president  Arnold  Rüütel  (EKRE)  agreed  that  Päts  deserved  a  monument.

However, he stated that although Päts had been one of the architects of the Estonian independence,

1 Valge, 2011, p 788
2 Kasekamp, 2011, p 140
3 https://www.err.ee/581091/president-kaljulaid-ei-poolda-patsile-monumendi-pustitamist, last accessed 23.04.2019
4 https://arvamus.postimees.ee/4005285/eerik-niiles-kross-pats-ja-meie, last accessed 23.04.2019
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he did some questionable things not only by taking power in 1934 but also when Estonia lost its

independence.5

Historians also voiced their opinion, as Jaak Valge and Art Johanson, published an article in

Postimees, arguing that they did not want to get into heated argument but instead give an overview

of how democracy was lost in 1934. Obviously Päts and Laidoner wanted the power as they saw

that  the  Vapsid would  win  the  elections.  They  suggested  that  the  parliament  should  pass  a

declaration condemning coup d’etat of 1934 and apologise for the ones who suffered because of

that authoritarian regime.6 Historian Raiko Jäärats called it a failure of historians if the monument

for Päts would be erected.  While the role of Päts in the creation of Estonian Republic must be

appreciated, the events of 1934 cannot be forgotten. If there would be a monument for Päts next to

the  parliament,  it  would  mean  that  historians  have  failed  in  explaining  and  spreading  the

information of Päts having been an authoritarian ruler. He argued that one of the reasons why Päts

was seen so positively was the work of his propaganda office as well as the role of the Soviet

occupation.7

Legal Affairs Committee of the Parliament took notice of the debate and organised public

meeting  on  the  matter.  Postimees gave  an  overview  of  the  Vapsid movement,  however  the

information was the official propaganda of Päts’ government.8 Historians Valge and Johanson gave

their opinion, while another historian Andres Kasekamp found it unnecessary to rehabilitate the

Vapsid or apologise for the coup. He argued that there was no argument amongst the historians

about  the  coup.  Reform  Party  MP  Hanno  Pevkur  dismissed  the  idea  of  the  declaration  and

suggested  that  parliament  should  remain  drafting  laws  not  give  opinions  on  history.  However,

chairman of the Legal Affairs Commitee Jaanus Karilaid from Centre Party, suggested that the role

of the parliament can be defined by the parliament itself and the aim is to rectify historical injustice.

He also emphasised the importance of discussing the history and found the current debate valuable.9

The draft decision rehabilitating the Vapsid organisations and their members presented by 13

MPs10 was  discussed on 23 January 2018 in Constitutional  Committee.  Reform Party MP Igor

Gräzin argued that the decision would have a moral impact on understanding and remembering

historical events and assuring that it  could not happen again.11 The decision did not get enough
5 https://www.postimees.ee/3991885/arnold-ruutel-konstantin-pats-vaarib-monumenti, last accessed 23.04.2019
6 https://arvamus.postimees.ee/4019191/art-johanson-ja-jaak-valge-pats-ja-vabadussojalased-riigikogu-ja-demokraatia, 
last accessed 23.04.2019
7 https://arvamus.postimees.ee/4016033/raiko-jaarats-kui-patsile-rajatakse-riigikogu-korvale-ausammas-on-meie-
ajaloolased-labi-kukkunud, last accessed 23.04.2019
8 https://www.postimees.ee/4032275/riigikogu-hakkab-kaaluma-vapside-rehabiliteerimist, last accessed 23.04.2019
9 https://www.postimees.ee/4036827/oiguskomisjon-arutas-vapside-voimalikku-rehabiliteerimist, last accessed 
23.04.2019
10 https://poliitika.postimees.ee/4131773/riigikogus-algatati-eelnou-vabadussojalaste-  rehabiliteerimiseks  , last accessed 
23.04.2019
11 https://www.riigikogu.ee/tegevus/eelnoud/eelnou/9ea0b429-b2a1-4e30-aa8e-fbb438dea60d/Riigikogu%20otsus
%20Eesti%20Vabaduss%C3%B5jalaste%20Liidu%20ja%20sellega%20seotud%20isikute%20ning
%20organisatsioonide%20rehabiliteerimisest, last accessed 22.04.2019
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support and was declined by the parliament on 13 February 2018. However, these discussions show

the importance of researching that period in Estonian history.

During  the  discussions  at  the  parliament,  EKRE  MP  Henn  Põlluaas  emphasised  the

importance  of  rehabilitating  the  Vapsid in  the  parliament  by  stating  that  it  was  a  fundamental

question. Not only political, but moral and ethical question of rectifying wrongs of the past. He

claimed that the  Vapsid had fought for Estonian independence and their movements´ aim was to

fight  corruption  and  protect  democracy  and  citizens’  rights.  Thus,  charges  against  them  were

unfounded. He gave a simplified and somewhat glorified overview of the  Vapsid movement and

historical events.12 Estonian Free Party MP Jüri Adams argued that some were going too far in

trying to  rehabilitate  the  Vapsid,  showing them as  creators  of  Estonian Republic,  defenders  of

democracy and portraying all of their opponents only negatively. He emphasised that propaganda of

the Päts regime was still widely spread. As there was no official opinion on the Vapsid, teachers of

history taught very different opinions.13

While it was suggested, that historians have agreed that Päts and Laidoner staged the coup,

Pro Patria MP Tarmo Kruusimäe argued on the 8 February 2018 that he cannot agree with that view

as the state of emergency was based on constitution. He also called Päts the creator of the Estonian

Republic.14 The fact that a current MP argues against historical fact shows how important it is to

study the period and the role of historians in spreading the information. It is not easy to change the

view cultivated for such a long time.

Conservative People’s Party of Estonia EKRE opened a statue for the  Vapsid leader Artur

Sirk on his  118th  birthday in  September  2018 near  his  birthplace  organised  by the Artur  Sirk

Foundation.15 Reports were very short, however before the opening there were short articles about

Sirk.16

Before the events  of 12 March 1934, there had been years  of political  fighting amongst

parties expressed in the parliament as well as in their newspapers. It was regarded as something

negative  and  even  dangerous,  creating  anxiety  in  society.  The  Vapsid movement  had  been

something new with strong propaganda and quickly became very popular, thus making all other

parties their enemies. They did emphasise that they were not willing to work with any other party

and  that  only  they  can  save  Estonia.  They  cleverly  played  on  Estonians  pride  in  Estonian

independence, calling themselves Veterans of War of Liberation and claiming that they had fought

and secured the independence.17

12 http://stenogrammid.riigikogu.ee/et/201802081000#PKP-22298, last accessed 22.04.2019
13 http://stenogrammid.riigikogu.ee/et/201802131000, last accessed 22.04.2019
14 http://stenogrammid.riigikogu.ee/et/201802081000#PKP-22298, last accessed 22.04.2019
15 https://www.err.ee/864063/jarvamaal-amblas-avati-artur-sirgu-ausammas, last accessed 25.04.2019
16 https://www.err.ee/860237/malestussammas-artur-sirgule-tuleb-ambla-pastoraadi-ette, last accessed 25.04.2019
17 Kasekamp, 2011, p 139
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Päts’ political opponent Jaan Tõnisson had tried to calm the situation and put restrictions on

the Vapsid by declaring state of emergency, but as political opponents, including Päts and his party,

were vehemently against it,  he was not bold enough to continue and failed in his attempt.  This

situation  was smartly  used by Päts,  who is  widely  regarded as  a  “clever  fox”.  He took others

mistakes and applied them better, while using the arguments of all the parties to create the story of

the threat by the  Vapsid. He also continued the story of “anxiety in the society” taking it further

claiming that people were “sick” as it fit into his story perfectly.

In this thesis, I investigate how Päts sold his story and consolidated his power. I will use John

C. Turner`s three-process theory on the nature of power. According to his theory, power is based on

persuasion, authority and coercion.18

Accordingly, my research question will attempt to show how through selling his story and

using the new constitution created by his fiercest  opponents,  the  Vapsid,  Päts  was able to take

power with no opposition and gradually eliminate all possible opposition:

How did Päts consolidate his power through persuasion, legitimate control and coercion?

My research is conducted using a discourse analysis. I proceed in analysing the articles in

newspapers of the parties during the period from May 1933 to December 1935 by searching for

opinions of the parties on relevant events and topics of the time. I will argue that Päts used all other

parties, their arguments and their naivety and hope that democracy is something holy and obvious

and only  choice  going hand in  hand  with  independence.  He masterfully  used  the  new  Vapsid

constitution as it gave him wide powers and claimed legality even when he went further than the

constitution allowed, always claiming that he was tirelessly working for people.

By analysing  a  great  number of  newspapers,  I  will  show how other  parties  helped create

believable story that Päts used and how Päts learned from the Vapsid how important propaganda is.

I will demonstrate how after having rejoiced that their political rivals the Vapsid were eliminated,

protests of the opposition were tolerated for a while and hope given to them that democracy will be

restored.

In addition, by delving into the newspapers I will show how each of them regarded democracy

as the only option and by looking into the measures taken by Päts, I will show how one by one all

opponents were eliminated. Either by taking them under control – e.g. getting  Päewaleht in line

with official propaganda – or by coercion – e.g. by closing Võitlus, Maaleht and Postimees.

By examining the way these newspapers dealt with the coup and the story and measures

taken by Päts, I will show how unprepared all parties were to realise that Päts would do anything to

18 Turner, 2005, p 1
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be  Estonia’s  first  president,  that  he  would  disregard  democracy  and  not  only  use  the  Vapsid

constitution but go even further than the wide powers given by the constitution. The opposition was

not prepared for Päts’ total disregard for previous 16 years of independence and democracy. They

were also fooled by promises that it was temporary and soon Estonia would return to democracy.

2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Estonia’s history has made it difficult for a long period of time to study it. As the “Era of

Silence”, as the period of Päts’ authoritarian regime is widely known, was directly followed by

World War II and the Soviet occupation, there was no possibility to criticise or study that era in

Estonia.

Abroad, the Estonians who had been able to escape, remained supporters of either Päts, or his

opposition and thus very subjective. Soon Päts became the symbol of Estonian independence and

could not be publicly criticised.

Even now, when Estonia has been independent  for almost  28 years,  this  time affects  us

Estonians. For such a long time Konstantin Päts was our president and thus the symbol of Estonian

independence. It was strengthened by Soviet portrayal of anything during independence as bad and

fascist. Resistance to the Soviet occupation regime meant valuing anything connected to Estonian

Republic and thus obviously the image of Päts.

Hence, it is not surprising that biographies of both Tõnisson and Päts but also Laidoner were

written  by  Finnish  historians  Erkki  Tuomioja  and  Martti  Turtola  respectively.  As  Tuomioja

suggested the reason is the general difficulty for Estonians to write about their history since the

Soviet occupation.19 Anyone who writes something critical of either Päts or Tõnisson, will be easily

accused of  something shady and working in  the  interests  of  one  of  them. However,  Tuomioja

suggests  that  writing  about  Estonian  independence  between  the  two  World  Wars  does  not

necessarily mean portraying it as endless fighting between Tõnisson and Päts.20

Turtola suggested that it has been difficult to study Päts because he is undoubtedly one of the

most  important  politicians  and statesmen of  Estonian  history.  Often  it  is  considered  that  these

statesmen could never have been wrong. As his propaganda created only positive picture of him and

criticism was not allowed during the Era of Silence,  he became more and more the symbol of

Estonian Republic. Turtola argued that Estonians abroad published books mainly of admiration,

respect and even adoration as Päts represented lost Estonian independence. He was the symbol of

homesickness and lost fatherland. To most criticising him was unthinkable, as it meant doubting

19 Tuomioja, 2011, p 10-11
20 Ibid, p 12
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Estonian independence.21 Smallest of attempts to criticise Päts have been condemned by Estonians

home and abroad alike. It was obvious for example by the criticism Magnus Ilmjärv received.22 In

his study called Silent Submission Ilmjärv accused Päts of connections with Russia that could have

led to the loss of independence.23 While historian Jaak Valge has argued that Ilmjärv used suspect

and even forged sources24, the main furore was about the fact that someone was willing to criticise

Päts and come out with outrageous accusations.

During  Soviet  occupation,  Estonians  abroad  published  mainly  memoirs  of  the  times.25

However, there were some books generally considered more neutral.26

In 2010, historical journal  Tuna asked historians what periods or events in Estonian history

were not  yet  studied enough.  Among other  subjects  historian  Toomas Hiio  suggested  Estonian

Republic and politics before 1934. He also thought study of ideological base for state-building by

Päts-Laidoner-Eenpalu  and  comparison  of  similar  ideas  elsewhere  in  Europe  was  urgently

necessary. Historian Jaak Valge, who himself studies the period and has published several articles27 ,

suggested that the reasons for 1934 coup and the characteristics of the authoritarian regime had not

been studied. He also questioned why democratic opposition was so weak during the Era of Silence.

Historian Indrek Paavle told that he was very often asked who were the  Vapsid and argued that

there had only been few articles and one longer study in Estonian,28 meaning Marandi „Must-valge

lipu all”.29 Additionally, as Valge pointed out Stanley Payne in his study found that the Vapsid were

radical right not fascist.30 Historian Andres Kasekamp has also published some articles about the

Vapsid arguing that they were radical right movement but depending on definitions could be also

considered similar to fascism.31 Vadim Rõuk has written about the alleged Vapsid coup plan32 and

historian Ago Pajur gave an overview of the portrait given of the Vapsid since the Era of Päts until

today.33

Historian  Valge  has  published  several  articles  about  the  coup34,  e.g.  “1934  coup  and

authoritarian  regime”35,  “Coup  d’etat  and  referendum”36,  “Foreign  Involvement  and  Loss  of

21Turtola, 2003, p 17-18
22 Ibid, p 20
23 Ilmjärv, 2016
24 https://www.postimees.ee/1680055/valge-ilmjarve-vaitel-puudub-toepohi, last accessed 23.04.2019
25 Tomingas, 1992; Raamot, 1975
26 Marandi, 1991; Marandi, 1997;  Parming, 1975
27 Valge, 2009a
28 Tammela and Liivik, 2010, p 133
29 Marandi, 1991
30 Payne, 1995, p 15; Kasekamp, 2000, p 65–72; 156; 158–159
31 Kasekamp, 1999; Kasekamp, 2015
32 Rõuk, V, 1993
33 Pajur, 2009
34 List of publilshed articles by Jaak Valge available: https://www.etis.ee/CV/Jaak_Valge/est
35 https://objektiiv.ee/1934-aasta-riigipoore-ja-autoritaarreziim/, last accessed 25.04.2019
36 http://objektiiv.ee/riigipoore-ja-rahvaalgatus/, last accessed 25.04.2019
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Democracy, Estonia 1934”37,  “London, Berlin,  Moscow and coup in Estonia in 1934”38 and his

speech at a conference on 27 August 2008 in Pärnu.39 He has also written articles about 1930s and

the events that led to coup, e.g. about the referendums on changing the constitution,40 devaluing

kroon in 193341.

On  25  September  2017,  Valge  published  an  article  about  the  Vapsid movement  that  he

claimed daily newspaper Postimees refused to publish. In this article, he argued that there was not

much discussion about history in Estonia and thus it  was positive,  that  Postimees published an

article by Andres Adamson about the coup and the Vapsid42. However, that article contained wrong

information, thus Valge in his article gave an overview of the events. He argued that it appeared

from the article that Postimees supported the coup and destroyal of democracy on the reasoning that

opposition  party  could  become dangerous for  democracy in  future,  which was unfortunate  and

worrisome.43

Another  historian,  Peeter  Kenkmann  studies  mainly  Estonian  1930s  politics,  particularly

1934 coup d´etat and the authoritarian regime. His articles include “1937 constitution – an attempt

to reform the authoritarian regime”44 and “Did 1933 constitution allow authoritarian governing?”.45

He is also studying “Opposition to the authoritarian regime of Konstantin Päts in 1934-1940” for

his PhD.46

Historian Raiko Jäärats wrote his bachelor thesis about the Vapsid movement „How was the

Vapsid movement portrayed during 1934 coup in Estonian daily newspapers” (2008) and his master

thesis “Overture to the Silent Era or Veterans’ Constitutional Amendment Bill and the Changing

Public Sphere in 1933” (2012). His PhD research subject is “Power and Public Sphere during the

‘Silent Era’ in Estonia”.47

In 2013, at University of Tartu bachelor thesis “The analysis of the local election results of

1934” was written by Karin Künnapas. The aim was to evaluate  the likelihood that the  Vapsid

would have won the (general) elections. Key assumption of her study was that the Vapsid planned

to gain power legally through elections and not via armed coup d’état. The result of the research

showed that compared to the constitution referendum a few months before,  the support for the

Vapsid was lower than expected as the main success was winning the majority in the largest cities.

Author argued, that usually when referring to the local elections of 1934, the success of the Vapsid
37 Valge, 2011
38 Valge, 2012
39 https://www.dropbox.com/s/blcvcqz15twkmvm/1934.aasta-riigip.pdf?dl=0, last accessed 25.04.2019
40 Valge, 2016; Valge, 2017
41 Valge, 2009b
42 https://arvamus.postimees.ee/4211579/ajaloolane-ka-vapsid-ise-pidasid-end-fasistideks, last accessed 25.04.2019
43 http://objektiiv.ee/vabadussojalased-lahkunud-kaotajate-haaleoigus/, last accessed 25.04.2019
44 Kenkmann, 2013, p 70-89
45 Kenkmann, 2009, p 42–49
46 https://www.etis.ee/Portal/Mentorships/Display/71d95647-9032-4c0c-8eea-4ddfa1b85529, last accessed 25.04.2019
47 https://www.etis.ee/CV/Raiko_J%C3%A4%C3%A4rats/est, last accessed 25.04.2019
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in cities is emphasized. However, her analysis showed that it is quite unlikely that the Vapsid would

have  won  majority  in  the  parliamentary  elections  and  there  was  no  sign  of  autocracy  at  the

elections.48

Laura  Vaan’s  master  thesis  “Propaganda  Office  during  authoritarian  period  in  Estonian

Republic” gave an overview of the official  propaganda office created after the coup.49 She also

wrote an article “Propaganda Office in Estonian Republic 1934-1940”.50

I found two international comparative case studies on the subject. Elisa Tarnaala dissertation

in 2008 “Between stability and democracy. Dominant Coalitions and Their Radical Challengers In

Interwar Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Finland and Hungary, comparative study of four states, two lost

and  two  remained  democracy”51 and  Alan  Siaroff  “Democratic  Breakdown  and  Democratic

Stability: A Comparison of Interwar Estonia and Finland”.52

Finally, in 2018 Estonian historians Toomas Karjahärm and Ago Pajur published 1389 pages

of monograph on Konstantin Päts called Konstantin Päts. Political biography.53

3. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

After  its  War  of  Liberation,  Estonia  became  independent  on  24  February  1918  when

Salvation Committee declared Estonia independent. The establishment of independent states in the

Baltic region was made possible by the collapse of tsarist Russia and imperial Germany. Statehood,

however, did not come without armed struggle. The wars of independence, with their motifs of self-

sacrifice, solidarity and triumph over seemingly insurmountable odds, provided the founding myths

of the new republics  and were central  to  the Estonian,  Latvian and Finnish projects  of nation-

building.54

Estonians as well as the supporters of the parties were divided by countryside versus town and

North  versus  South55.  As  Estonia  was  for  centuries  divided  into  two  separate  provinces,  the

distinctions between North and South remained very strong. All organisations and associations were

formed along these geographical lines and the parties very often grew out of these organisations.

These differences were continuously emphasised by the parties and their newspapers.56 The best

illustration of this are the two most famous Estonian politicians – Jaan Tõnisson and Konstantin

48 Künnapas, 2013
49 Vaan, 2005a
50 Vaan, 2005b
51 Tarnaala, 2011
52 Siaroff, 1999
53 Karjahärm and Pajur, 2018
54 Kasekamp, 1999, p 588-589
55 Kastehein, 1995, p 26
56 Graf, 2000, p 32
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Päts.  Tõnisson  represented  Tartu  and  Southern  Estonia  while  Päts  was  active  in  Tallinn  and

Northern Estonia.

Both Päts and Tõnisson were several times at the position of Riigivanem (State Elder), while

usually in opposition to each other, they did once work in the same government. Jaan Tõnisson

(1868-1941) was the leader of Estonian national movement with his newspaper Postimees and was

unofficial leader of the opposition to Päts after 1934 coup. He was one of the leaders of Estonia

gaining its independence and during the period between the two world wars in Estonian Republic.57

In 1905, Tõnisson and his supporters established first legal Estonian party, the Estonian National

Progressive People’s Party, and Tõnisson was elected to be its chairman.58 At the time, Tõnisson

demanded autonomy for Estonia and he was one of the five Estonians to be elected to the Russian

parliament  in  1906.59 As  a  member  of  the  Russian  Duma,  Tõnisson signed Vyborg  Manifesto

condemning the czar’s decision to send the parliament away. It resulted in three months in prison

for Tõnisson and forced absence from Postimees. However, soon he was back causing closure of

the newspaper in 1907, but was free to write again in 1908.60

Konstantin  Päts (1874-1956) was from Russian Orthodox family.61 He studied law at  the

University of Tartu (Tõnisson had graduated one year before)62 and he was part of the radical group

not the Estonian Students’ Association like Tõnisson.63 After the university, he went to live and

work in Tallinn. With other radicals he established newspaper Teataja, where he was the publisher

and editor. First issue was published on 10 November 1901. Its goal was to increase Estonians

political and societal knowledge.  As their world views were so different, newspapers of Päts and

Tõnisson  –  Teataja and  Postimees –  fought  with  each  other.  Thus,  two  branches  of  Estonian

national movement with two centres and two leaders, were born.64

In co-operation with Russians, Estonians were able to defeat Germans at local elections to

gain power in Tallinn and Päts became substitute mayor of Tallinn  in 1905.65 The events of the

1905 revolution in Russia, at first made restrictions more lenient and Päts was able to write more

openly politically. However, as the revolution was crushed,  Teataja was closed on 10 December

1905, local government dissolved and there was arrest warrant for Päts. He was able to escape to

Switzerland.66 Finally, after having been writing from Finland to the newspaper in Peterburi, Päts

57 Tuomioja, 2011, p 10
58 Ibid, p 53
59 Ibid, p 58-59
60 Ibid, p 63-66
61 Turtola, 2003, p 46
62 Raud, 1953, p 28
63 Turtola, 2003, p 50-51
64 Turtola, 2003, p 55-58
65 Ibid, p 62-62
66 Ibid, p 68-69
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came back to Estonia and spent a year in prison.67 In 1911-1916 he was a journalist in  Tallinna

Teataja and was also active in politics.68

In March 1917 Russian czar gave up his throne. Tõnisson acted quickly gathering Estonians

to get  from them a mandate  to  go to  St  Peterburg  to  ask for  Estonian  autonomy in which  he

succeeded.69 Also in 1917, another Estonian democratic party was created – Agrarian League, to

represent the traditional peasant proprietors. Tõnisson was asked to become their leader, but he did

not  approve  of  such  narrow  agrarian  interests  of  the  party.  Later,  Päts  became  their  leader.70

Estonian Provincial Assembly was elected and on Tõnisson´s proposal it declared itself governing

body of Estonia on 28 November 1917. It also named the Estonian Provisional Government which

was soon headed by Päts.71 At the elections to the Russian Establishing Body on 25 to 27 November

1917, Tõnisson and Päts were for the first and the last time at the same list, but they did not win the

elections. In December 1917, Postimees was closed and Tõnisson arrested, so he had no choice but

to leave Estonia.72

Estonian Provincial Assembly could not work and thus gave its powers to Elders led by Päts.

It decided in January 1918 that the goal was Estonian independence. As Germans were closing in

on Tallinn, Elders authorised Salvation Committee consisting of Päts, Konik and Vilms, to act as

Estonian governing body. At the brief time when Russians had left and Germans were approaching,

Salvation Committee declared on 24 February 1918 Estonia independent. It named Estonian first

government led by Päts.73

Tõnisson  became  the  leader  of  the  Estonian  foreign  delegation  until  autumn  and  then

continued as Estonian representative in Scandinavia.  He worked hard to get countries to accept

Estonian  independence  and managed to get  Great  Britain  and France  to  acknowledge  de facto

Estonian  independence.74 However,  as  soon  as  possible  Tõnisson  returned  to  Estonia  and  was

offered  position  of  minister  without  portfolio.  He  was  not  very  happy  with  that  position,  but

accepted it. Government sent unhappy Tõnisson to Helsinki to successfully ask for help during the

War of Liberation as well as to the peace conference in Paris. He was unhappy that he could not be

of help in Estonia but remained at his task.75

During the war, Päts went to service, but was considered unfit for it and served as a clerk

instead.76 Arguably, Päts was very well respected by the army as he started to organise Estonian

67 Ibid, p 73-74
68 Ibid, p 83
69 Tuomioja, 2011, p 111-112
70 Ibid, p 115-117
71 Ibid, p 118-121
72 Ibid, p 123-126
73 Tuomioja, 2011, p 130-131
74 Ibid, p 138-147
75 Ibid, p 149-158
76 Turtola, 2003, p 94-95
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army. During the respective occupations, Päts was arrested by both Germans and Russians.77 On 27

November 1918, Päts formed the government and was decisive about the Estonian duty to fight

against Russian army for the independence.78 Tõnisson was  Riigivanem twice during 1919-1920,

including during the signing of Tartu peace treaty with Soviet Russia.79

Johan Laidoner (1884-1953) was commander-in-chief of the armed forces during the War of

Liberation and thus became the hero of the War.80 He was from the not so well off peasant family.81

He was a very good student and graduated from Vilno (present-day Vilnius) War School as its best

student.82 He continued his studies in St Petersburg War Academy83 and again he was among its

best  students.84 He  became  commander-in-chief  of  the  Estonian  army  as  he  had  more  war

experience than other officers, even those who outranked him.85 After leaving the army, he was

member of the parliament from 1920 to 1929, concentrating mainly on foreign relations.86 At the

first parliamentary elections in 1920, he was number one of the Farmers Party.87

At the beginning of the newly established Estonian Republic, left wing had the upper hand

both in Constituent Assembly and in the 1st parliament, and for that reason Estonian constitution

was very democratic and did not have the institution of presidency.88 As the Socialists remained in

opposition for most of the time, the second largest party, the agrarians,  had the greatest  role in

leading governments.89 The elections for the 2nd Parliament showed that right wing had become

more popular. After these elections political situation stabilised and small parties merged into big

ones. 3rd and 4th Parliament had similar divisions between left and right, only after the 1932-1933

economic crises it changed even more to the right.90

One of the most important events was the Estonian 1919 Land Reform as it undermined the

Baltic German dominance in the society and transferred economical and social power to Estonians.

It also had wide social consequences. The number of independent farmers increased and this led to

the formation of a large propertied rural class.91 Thus, the new class of ‘new farmers’ or ‘settlers’

was created and new Settlers Party formed to compete with the older agrarian party – Farmers

Party.92

77 Ibid, p 98-99
78 Ibid, p 101-102
79 Runnel, 2011, p 11
80 Kasekamp, 2011, p 131
81 Turtola, 2008, p 26
82 Ibid, p 32
83 Ibid, p 35
84 Ibid, p 38
85 Ibid, p 50
86 Walter, 1990, p 14
87 Turtola, 2008, p 63
88 Kastehein, 1995, p 26
89 Kasekamp, 1999, p 589
90 Kastehein, 1995, p 27
91 Jullinen, 1993, p 80
92 Kasekamp, 1999, p 589
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During the period of my study, one important aspect was the unsuccessful merger of these two

agrarian  parties  into  one  Farmers  Party.  They had  worked  together  in  1926  Jaan  Teemant’s

government, however during that time their relations worsened. By the end of the 1920s there were

only few questions remaining that involved only settlers and the main agrarian questions affected all

farmers, but the relations between the two agrarian parties did not improve. As differences between

old and new farmers began to disappear and the merger failed, both agrarian parties tried to become

the representatives of all rural population.93

The progressive and liberal parties of the centre were a third force after the socialists and

agrarians  –  after  mergers  it  was  represented  by  Centre  Party.  On  the  fringes  were  parties

representing the ethnic minorities and communist front parties. Constructing governments required

a coalition of at least three parties. As a result, frequent cabinet crises were the norm; in the period

from the establishment of the republic to the crisis years of the early 1930s the average duration of a

cabinet  was  less  than  a  year.  The  impact  of  the  international  economic  depression  heightened

political tensions and increased the frequency of cabinet change-overs.94

Another  very  important  event  before  the  coup,  was  the  failed  communist  putsch  on  1

December 1924. Estonian Communist Party with the help of Soviet Russia tried to take power, but

failed.95 As a result, Communist Party became illegal. This event was cleverly used  by Päts and

Laidoner, as they compared  it  with the situation before the 1934 coup, arguing that threat of the

Vapsid had been even worse.

During the period of this study, the main political forces were in no particular order Farmers

Party (its leader Päts),  Centre Party (Tõnisson),  Settlers (Eenpalu was their most notable leader),

Socialists (Rei)  and  Vapsid (Larka,  Sirk).  These  four  parties  –  Farmers,  Centre,  Settlers and

Socialists – were respected political  organisations  with long history,  big memberships,  political

programme and their own newspapers.96 While the Vapsid had at first been a group representing the

interests  of the veterans,  they became more and more involved in  politics,  having been led by

young,  ambitious  and charismatic  attorney  Artur  Sirk  (1900-1937).  Their  goal  to  end political

corruption  and  restore  national  unity  gained  popularity  and  made  the  Vapsid biggest  political

movement in 1933.97

The Vapsid felt that the politicians were squandering the accomplishments for which they had

fought in the War of Liberation, and focused their anger on the political parties whose activities

were perceived as unprincipled horse-trading. Parties were held responsible for dividing the nation

and encouraging class conflict. The old politicians were to be swept out; corruption and greed were

93 Jullinen, 1993, p 61-64
94 Kasekamp,1999, p 589
95 https://arvamus.postimees.ee/3006699/1-detsembri-riigipoordekatse-verine-jalg, last accessed 25.04.2019
96 Graf, 2000, p 329
97 Kasekamp, 2011, p 139-140
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to  be  replaced  by  national  interests.  These  were  considered  main  problems  and  created

dissatisfaction among people. The common answer of the radical right in the region to the problem

of fragmented, ineffective parliamentarianism was the establishment of strong one-man leadership

in the form of a directly-elected president.98 The  Vapsid used people´s frustration with politicians

and economic situation to gain popularity.99

Artur Sirk, the driving personality behind the Vapsid, had the necessary qualities of a leader,

but  owing to his  youth  and junior  military  rank,  formal  leadership  was left  to  general  Andres

Larka.100 It is very rarely mentioned that Larka was Estonian War minister during its temporary

government.101

Sirk was born in peasant family and graduated from the Estonian War School in 1919 and got

a medal for personal bravery during the War of Liberation. He studied law at the University of

Tartu and was member of the student corporation Sakala.102 Sirk was known as a great orator.103

The Vapsid presidential candidate general Andres Larka is generally portrayed as someone

who almost was not his own person and was the leader of the  Vapsid only because Sirk was so

young.  It  has  been  very  difficult  to  get  any  information  about  him,  particularly  more  or  less

objective information. However, Finnish historian Martti Turtola in his book about Laidoner has

given some facts about general Larka. He had the same education as Laidoner and had also been

very successful student at the War Academy.104 He also had the same rank as Laidoner.105

The Vapsid was unique among Estonian political parties in capturing support which crossed

all class lines. Except for its relative weakness in the countryside, their support was broadly-based.

Particularly noteworthy for a radical right-wing movement was its substantial support among the

working class. The  Vapsid also represented the fight between generations as the older generation

led the parties and angry young men wanted to replace the older generation of politicians.106

Definitions

I will use the term “people” as it was widely used in the newspapers meaning general public,

people living in Estonia. It is also the term used in Estonian constitutions: official translation of

current constitution “§ 1. Estonia is an independent  and sovereign democratic  republic  wherein

98 Kasekamp, 1999, p 591
99 Tomingas, 1992, p 27-29
100 Kasekamp, 1999, p 595
101 Tuomioja, 2011, p 145
102 Laamann Kalbus, 2010, p 26-27
103 Ibid, p 28
104 Turtola, 2008, p 38
105 Ibid, p 50
106 Kasekamp, 1999, p 596
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supreme political authority is vested in the people.”107 The 1920 constitution also proclaimed that

state power was vested in the people.

I will use the term “Vapsid” for Veterans’ League throughout the text as they were called

Vapsid in Estonian.

I will use the term “Vapsid constitution” as it was drafted and represented by them, although

it was not a new constitution but it amended the old one significantly.

I will use the term “Riigivanem”,  meaning State Elder,  who was Head of State until the

Vapsid constitution. After the Vapsid constitution was passed, I will use the term “president” and

“presidential  elections” though the institution of president was still  called  Riigivanem. The term

“president” was widely used and it  would simplify the differentiation with earlier  institution of

Riigivanem.

4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

According to John C. Turner’s three-process theory on the nature of power, the power is

based on persuasion,  authority  and  coercion.  Power  emerges  from and  functions  within  social

relationships with a definite social, ideological and historical content.108

Self-categorisation theory argues that people expect to agree where they define themselves as

members of the same group, in terms of the same social identity, and confront the same shared

stimulus situation. Uncertainty arises as a social product of disagreement between people in social

group. One accepts information and seeks approval from those who share one’s beliefs, value and

objectives, from members of one´s in-groups.109

Turner defines power as “the capacity in some way to affect people or society, to cause them

to do things they would not otherwise have done”. Persuasion is the power to get people to act the

way one desires by persuading them to do so because it  is  right,  correct,  moral,  desired etc.110

Persuasion arises from the collective attempt by a group to develop consensual response to some

stimulus situation. It is the power to get people to believe that certain things are correct.111

Power as control is “the capacity to get people to do what one wants without persuasion”.

Legitimate authority is based on the acceptance by the target of one’s right to control by the virtue

of their position within the group structure.112 Control means that in-group members believe that it

is right for a certain person to control them in certain matters. Person´s authority depends on the

107 https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/rhvv/act/521052015001/consolide, last accessed 25.04.2019
108 Turner, 2005, p 1
109 Ibid, p 2
110 Ibid, p 6
111 Ibid, p 10-11
112 Ibid, p 8
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identity, norms and goals of the group, its beliefs and the situation in which it finds itself.113 There

are various factors affecting the acceptance of authorities  control as an in-group norm, e.g.  the

ideology and goals of the group members,  their  history of success or failure for the group, the

degree to which the authorities are perceived as more or less prototypical of the relevant identity.114

Coercion is an attempt to control others against their will. It can be done through police or

army or  other  measures  available.115 Turner  defines  coercion  as  the attempt  to  control  a  target

against  their  will  and self-interest  through the  deployment  of  human and material  resources  to

constrain  and manipulate  their  behaviour.  It  depends  on  influence  and authority  over  coercive

agents (e.g. police, army). Coercion can lead to unified opposition – the more it is used the more

likely  for  the  targets  to  develop  a  collective  identity  against  the  power.116 Thus,  “the  art  of

leadership is often to coordinate and balance the use of coercion”.117 According to Turner, “selective

coercion can be useful if the aim is to destroy, impede or constrain an enemy”. The coercion is

believed to be more effective where the response required is minimally self-defining,  the target

individualised, the resources deployed are detached as far as possible from any perceived coercive

intent and portrayed as legitimate measures.118

Turner warns that “if the experience of a specific target becomes a collective experience of

one´s  group  or  society,  then  coercion  will  directly  undermine  one´s  power  over  the  group  or

society”.  If  people  feel  empathy  towards  target  group,  then  use  of  force  can  backfire  for  the

authorities. Therefore coercion can be used if the target is negatively categorised and stereotyped as

different, threat, danger or enemy to the group as whole. Thus, it might “enforce one´s legitimacy

and power, appearing as if for the collective good”.119

To  conclude,  according  to  Turner  “power  is  emergent  property  of  specific  social  and

psychological relations between people and these relations shape the form it takes. It emerges from

group  formation,  social  organisation  and  the  shared  beliefs,  theories  and  values  (the  culture,

ideologies etc.) which shape social and personal identity and perceived self-interest. Power relations

always have a definite social, relational and ideological content which directly affects how power is

gained, lost and used.” Leaders gain power “by standing for, representing, believing, working for

something, or being perceived to do so, with which at least some others concur.”120

113 Ibid, p 11
114 Ibid, p 12
115 Ibid, p 8
116 Ibid, p 12
117 Ibid, p 14
118 Ibid, p 16
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Turner’s  three-process  theory  on  the  nature  of  power  is  used  in  this  study as  a  central

analytical  tool to answer my research question.  I set  out to investigate  how Päts used all  three

components – persuasion, authority and coercion, to consolidate his power.

5. SOURCES, PERIOD OF STUDY AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS

5.1. Sources

I have chosen to use newspapers as a primary source of my study. At the time, literacy was in

Baltic  states  widely  spread and significantly  higher  than  elsewhere  in  Russian  Empire  (except

Finland).  In  Estonia  it  was  96% among adults.121 Additionally,  newspapers  had developed  and

spread  quickly  during  national  awakening  in  19th  century122,  and  were  the  main  source  of

information.

I concentrate only on Estonian language newspapers as in 1897 out of 960 000 habitants in

Estonia 91% and in 1934 88,2% of 1 130 000 were ethnic Estonians. At the time each party had its

newspaper, thus the parties voiced their opinions through them.  

My research analysis concentrates on six newspapers, of which  Päewaleht claimed to have

been independent and it did not seem to have apparent ties to any of the parties. Other five were

newspapers of the main political  parties of the period of study (May 1933 to December 1935):

Päewaleht (independent),  Postimees (Centre Party, Tõnisson),  Maaleht (Settlers Party, published

until 18 March 1935), Kaja (Farmers Party, Päts, published until 17 September 1935), Rahva Sõna

(Socialist Party) and Võitlus (Vapsid, published until 13 March 1934).

All the newspapers are available online through Estonian National Library (dea.nlib.ee) in

Estonian language. For the most of this period old style orthography was used.

5.2. Period of Study

I have examined the newspapers from May 1933 until they were either closed by Päts or taken

away from the party (Tõnisson’s  Postimees) or until December 1935 when the  Vapsid allegedly

staged an attempted coup. I have chosen this period of time to examine how the power lines were

drawn between parties, what events affected it, how different parties reacted to it and argued their

opinions, and how the situation became ripe for Päts to take power. I finish my study with the

Vapsid alleged coup attempt as it sealed the faith of the Vapsid once and for all and strengthened

Päts´ claims that the measures taken could not be lifted as the danger had not passed. By that time

newspapers had realised that they could not criticise the government  and had to publish official

propaganda. Thus, Päts had either eliminated or silenced his opposition.
121 Kasekamp, 2011, p 111
122 Ibid, p 110
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5.3. Methods of Analysis

My research is conducted using a text-based, qualitative discourse analysis. According to

Schneider:  “discourse  analysis  is  a  useful  tool  for  studying the  political  meanings  that  inform

written and spoken text. Discourse analysis is a form of content analysis. It is not a tool to analyse

the impact of media on audience members. No amount of discourse analysis can provide adequate

evidence on what goes on in people’s heads.”123 But analysing the content of the newspapers will

show us the information and argument given to the audience.

As Schneider explains  it:  “What  we can learn from a discourse analysis  is  how specific

actors construct an argument. More importantly, we can demonstrate with confidence what kind of

statements  actors  try  to  establish  as  self-evident  and  true.  We  can  show  with  precision  what

rhetorical  methods  they  picked  to  communicate  those  truths  in  ways  they  thought  would  be

effective, plausible, or even natural.”124

I proceed in analysing the articles of the newspapers by searching for opinions and arguments

of the parties on relevant events and topics of the time. How the parties viewed the events while

they were happening, how they helped to create stories and if they voiced any opposition to Päts

after the coup d’etat. The intent is to find out how the situation developed so it was ripe for Päts to

take power and how he consolidated his power. As in all research in discourse analysis, establishing

the historical context is very important.

I aim to highlight both criticisms and appraisals of different actors (parties) in an attempt to

identify the relations between different parties, their opinions on relevant events and Päts’ actions

and the importance of democracy as well as if they took on the role of opposition and how the story

of threat and anxiety was created.

I believe that a study of a consistent number of issues of these newspapers would be relevant

and insightful to the views and roles of the different parties as well as shows the rhetoric and the

story used by Päts after the coup. Studying the newspapers after the coup also shows us how Päts

was portrayed, how he consolidated his power and how his personality cult was created and spread.

I went through all together 3081 issues of these six newspapers – some of them published

daily like Päewaleht, Postimees and Kaja; others two or three times a week – Rahva Sõna, Võitlus

and Maaleht. Due to the vast number of pages that makes up these newspapers of the period of the

study I can not exclude that some valuable material has been involuntary neglected. However, all

editorial  pieces  voicing  opinion  on relevant  matters  (constitution,  democracy,  anxiety  etc)  and

events of the time have been studied. Additionally, the newspapers were written in a formal and to

123 http://www.politicseastasia.com/studying/how-to-do-a-discourse-analysis/, last accessed 25.04.2019
124 Ibidem
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today´s reader in old Estonian and as a consequence the translation process of the sources into

English might have involuntarily and slightly altered the opinion of the authors.

I have divided my study into three main categories:

• Persuasion – the story created before the coup, the story of threat after the coup and the story

of  state-building –  with  subcategories  of  important  events  of  the  time  that  created  the

situation and the story of threat and anxiety before the coup.

• Legitimacy and control – with subcategories of measures taken and creation of personality

cult of Päts.

• Coercion – with subcategories of coercive measures.

I proceed in analysing the newspapers by searching for key themes, the opinions on the same

events and other parties, throughout the time period of analysis. The intent is to find out how the

story of threat and anxiety was created, and how Päts was able to consolidate his power.
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RESEARCH PART

6. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

6.1. PERSUASION

According to Turner´s theory persuasion means negotiating and validating reality collectively

within  one´s  reference  groups,125 thus  telling  a  believable  story.  Hereby,  I  will  show how all

political parties through their newspapers spread the story of anxiety and chaos in society. They also

implied that the Vapsid and their constitution were a threat to democracy and independence. 

I will show how through the constant fighting between the parties in their newspapers and at

the parliament, they portrayed every situation as black or white. Generally, there were no restraints

on allegations  and accusations,  no proof needed.  Thus,  the story of the anxiety and chaos was

created by all parties in an effort to gain power and popularity. Päts used this story of anxiety and

chaos in society, and the threat to democracy and independence, as these stories had been told for a

long time by everyone and thus had become believable. 

According to Turner, persuasion arises from the collective attempt by a group to develop

consensual response to some stimulus situation, in this situation it was the threat to independence

and democracy. Persuasion is the power to get people to believe that certain things are correct.126 In

my thesis I will show that nobody doubted Päts and Laidoner´s claim that the Vapsid had threatened

independence  and democracy although they showed no evidence  of  it.  If  you try to  look at  it

objectively it sounds unbelievable – why would they? The Vapsid were practically certain to win

the elections and thus get to the power. Also, they basically had control over army and police, at

least  “their  own men” inside.  There was seemingly nothing that  would stop them from getting

power legally and peacefully. 

Thus, my question is how Päts persuaded people to believe his story?

6.1.1. Story created before the coup

At first, I will show how the story of anxiety and chaos as well as a threat to democracy and

independence was created by all the parties and their newspapers before the coup.

6.1.1.1. Government Crisis

Perfect example for how the story of anxiety and chaos was created, is that when Centre Party

decided to  leave  the government  in May 1933 because of  disagreement  in  economic  policy,  it

caused heated arguments and accusations. As the leader of Centre Party, Tõnisson was accused of

creating governmental crisis to become  Riigivanem himself and for not doing enough nor being

125 Turner, 2005, p 5
126 Ibid, p 10-11
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objective enough as the Speaker to solve it.127 Võitlus reported that there had been personal attacks

on Tõnisson as if solving the government crisis was dependant on him,128 which is surprising as

Võitlus was usually highly critical of each party.

Tõnisson defended himself129 and tried his best to find someone to form the government, but

it was difficult as the relations between the parties were poor, even hostile. Farmers and Socialists

were  upset  that  Centre had  left  their  government130 and  there  were  also  inner  conflicts  in  the

Farmers,131 which at that moment included Settlers, thus options for forming the government were

limited.

As  the  referendum on  changing  the  constitution  was  approaching,  Socialists argued  that

current government led by Päts should continue to work until the referendum,132 while Centre and

representatives of  German and  Russian ethnic minorities argued that new government should be

formed.133 Võitlus asserted that Päts was manoeuvring to keep his government in power and deepen

the anxiety and confusion amongst people,134 thus adding to the story.

Kaja claimed that  Centre had decided to co-operate with the Vapsid as they were using the

crisis  situation and anxiety  to  their  advantage.135 Then  there were rumours that  Eenpalu whom

Tõnisson had asked to form the government, had had talks with the Vapsid.136  Võitlus refuted these

claims arguing that it was unthinkable that the Vapsid would work with any of the parties and get

involved  in  their  fighting.  The  Vapsid were  ready  to  lead  as  the  other  parties  had  failed

democracy.137 However, Võitlus declared that the time had not yet come for the Vapsid to take over,

but it would come, legally and without any violence. It would be rebirth for the whole Estonian

nation,138 thus also starting to create the story of state-building.

There were lots of complaints that government crisis was dragging along, which reinforced

the idea of chaos and anxiety. However, Päewaleht published statistics of the government crises to

show that current crisis was not longer than was typical at the time. It was just part of the peculiarity

of the short history of democracy in Estonia. Current crisis had lasted only three weeks, while once

it took Päts two months to form the government.139

127 Kaja 02.05.1933, no 101, Kaja 04.05.1933, no 103
128 Võitlus 11.05.1933, no 28
129 Päewaleht 07.05.1933, no 123
130 Päewaleht 02.05.1933, no 118, Päewaleht 07.05.1933, no 123
131 Postimees 02.05.1933, no 101, Postimees 04.05.1933, no 103
132 Kaja 09.05.1933, no 107
133 Kaja 12.05.1933, no 110
134 Võitlus 13.05.1933, no 29
135 Kaja 02.05.1933, no 101
136 Rahva Sõna 03.05.1933, no 82
137 Võitlus 04.05.1933, no 25
138 Võitlus 11.05.1933, no 28
139 Päewaleht 14.05.1933, no 130
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Directly influencing the relations between the parties was the fact that Farmers and Settlers

merger had not been successful and for a while it  was unclear how the issue would be solved.

Postimees reported that the relations between two agrarian parties were worsening all the time.140

Maaleht suggested that among the  Farmers there was a rift between Päts and former  Riigivanem

Teemant as Päts was publicly supporting the Vapsid constitution while Teemant saw it as a threat to

democracy.141 Kaja refuted these claims also finding it  ridiculous  that  Farmers would reach an

agreement with the Vapsid.142

While Maaleht blamed Päts and Teemant of wanting to break up the party143, Kaja accused

Settlers of  supporting  Tõnisson  in  breaking  up  the  government.144 According  to  Maaleht,  rift

between two sides was deepened by Päts not including  Settlers in his government nor informing

them of its  activities.145 Soon, the Agrarian Party disintegrated back to  Farmers and  Settlers,146

clearly dividing political parties against each other.

Finally, on 18 May 1933, Tõnisson formed the government himself. He was supported by 51

members of the parliament:  Centre,  Settlers and  German-Swedish bloc while  Farmers,  Socialists

and Communists were opposed and Russians neutral. German-Swedish bloc was participating in the

forming of government for the first time and its representative Schilling explained that they decided

to support the government to solve the crisis with only interests of the country and reputation of the

parliament in mind.147 Sides had been chosen by the biggest parties and fighting continued.

Socialists immediately attacked Tõnisson accusing him of causing the crisis and making the

relations between parties worse, while Tõnisson defended himself arguing that after failed attempts

to find somebody willing to form the government,  the only solution was to  solve the situation

himself to end the prolonged crisis,148 which all parties had argued to be most important.

Opposition accused Tõnisson of forming his government secretly and started to call it “Black

Mask government“,  continuously claiming that it  was hiding its goals.  Kaja claimed that it  was

using  terror  to  quiet  the opposition,  arguing that  the  government  had done everything it  could

during these few weeks for people not to trust it and to create  alarm and anxiety in the society,149

thus the story of anxiety and chaos was continuously repeated.

When Tõnisson was giving his customary speech at the parliament as the new Riigivanem, he

was interrupted which was unheard of. Päewaleht reported that Socialists and Farmers did not let

140  Postimees 07.09.1933, no 209, p 1
141 Maaleht 21.09.1933, no 111, p 2
142 Kaja 19.09.1933, no 219, p 4
143 Maaleht 03.05.1933, no 51
144 Kaja 04.05.1933, no 103
145 Maaleht 03.05.1933, no 51
146 Päewaleht 10.05.1933, no 126, Postimees 10.05.1933, no 108
147 Päewaleht 19.05.1933, no 135
148 Ibidem
149 Kaja 01.06.1933, no 127
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him give his  speech.150 Kaja  reported that  Socialists were banging their  fists  on the tables and

stomping their feet while Farmers were yelling.151 Thus, Tõnisson could not finish his speech and it

was published in newspapers, once again adding to the story of chaos.

There were rumours that there would be another storm at the parliament, however parliament

ended its spring session peacefully. Päewaleht found this a crisis session of the parliament as it had

been busy solving crises and fighting between the parties and had had very little time for actual

legislative work. It hoped that once the relations had been settled, normal work could continue. 152

Postimees hoped that ending the parliamentary session meant political peace.153 Kaja accused the

government of sending parliament away so it could not keep a watchful eye on the government and

Black Mask could work without interruptions,154 which showed the level of accusations and fighting

between the parties, as the government had not sent the parliament away. It had ended its spring

session as was required by the law.

Another excuse for fighting and accusations that strengthened the idea of chaos and anxiety,

was the question of selling Estonian warships  Lennuk and  Wambola to Peru as they had become

unnecessary and out of date and would be replaced by two submarines and smaller boats more up to

Estonian  needs.155 Minister  of  Defence  explained  that  the  decision  was  made  by  the  previous

government and was signed among others by Päts and Laidoner.156 However, the opposition was

furious. Kaja claimed that previous government had not decided to sell the ships as without them

Estonia would be defenceless and they were the symbol of Estonian independence.157 Võitlus agreed

that Estonia would be defenceless and added that there was no need to modernise.158 Rahva Sõna

was shocked that the decision was made in secrecy and that the current government tried to put

blame on previous government.159

Päewaleht commented that the matter of warships was causing again heated arguments and

attacks. At the parliamentary meeting in January 1934, Kerem from Centre surprised the opposition

by taking the floor160 and announcing that Päts’ newspaper and others had created unnecessary and

unreasonable  furore  again.  He  argued  that  it  was  not  in  Estonian  interests  to  keep  up  the

controversy, thus it was important to clarify the situation as the rumours were rampant.161

150 Päewaleht 25.05.1933, no 142
151 Kaja 25.05.1933, no 121
152 Päewaleht 01.06.1933, no 148
153 Postimees 01.06.1933, no 127
154 Kaja 01.06.1933, no 127
155 Päewaleht 09.07.1933, no 183
156 Päewaleht 15.07.1933, no 189
157 Kaja 09.07.1933, no 158
158 Võitlus 11.07.1933, no 53
159 Rahva Sõna 12.07.1933, no 101
160 Päewaleht 14.01.1934, no 13, p 4
161 Riigikogu V koosseisu III ja IV istungjärgu protokollid, 1934, p 1171
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Parliament decided unanimously to form a commission to investigate the matter.162 Maaleht

reported that additionally the matter  was discussed in the court and expressed hope that the facts

would  be  revealed  which  would  stop  the  political  attacks.163 Maaleht summarised selling  the

warships scandal as Päts and the  Vapsid trying to benefit  politically and thus creating as much

anxiety and confusion as possible.164 Päewaleht agreed, arguing that certain groups kept the scandal

alive to keep the anxiety and dissatisfaction among people. The aim was to satisfy people´s need for

blood.165

Finally,  Päewaleht reported that investigative commission found that it was reasonable to

sell the warships, however Ministry of Defence had not fulfilled its obligations with utmost care.166

As was the case with the government crisis, handling of selling the warships shows how far

the fighting between the parties had gone. Any subject could create controversy and arguments, thus

making it seem like there was widespread chaos and anxiety.

6.1.1.2. Devaluing the kroon

Devaluing the Estonian currency, the kroon, was another heated subject between the parties

and  their  newspapers.  However,  the  positions  of  supporters  of  devaluing  the  kroon remained

unclear for a while, while Päts declared that the value of the kroon must be kept.167

On 27 June 1933, parliament was called into an extraordinary session.  Kaja claimed that

either the  kroon would fall or the government.168 Government gave an overview of the economic

situation  which  was  severe,  thus  it  had  unanimously  decided  that  it  was  vital  to  change  the

economic policy immediately. Continuing the current one would only worsen the situation giving

the irresponsible movements ammunition to increase the anxiety and even violence, which would

disrupt normal functioning of the state. Therefore, the government in cooperation with the experts

had drafted a plan based on the measures taken by Scandinavian countries, Great Britain and USA,

and asked the parliament to support devaluing the kroon as the most effective measure to solve the

economic crisis.169

The previous Minister of Economic Affairs Jürman (Farmers), whom opposition had accused

of being too optimistic about the economic situation during his time as the minister, argued that

government presented the economic situation worse than it was. Socialist Oinas agreed and argued

that  devaluing the  kroon might  instead cause the Estonian economy to collapse.170 Replying to
162 Ibid, p 1198-1199
163 Maaleht 18.01.1934, no 7, p 1
164 Maaleht 01.02.1934, no 13, p 2
165 Päewaleht 16.02.1934, no 46, p 2
166 Päewaleht 02.03.1934, no 60, p 4
167 Kaja 07.05.1933, no 106
168 Kaja 28.06.1933, no 148
169 Riigikogu V koosseisu III ja IV istungjärgu protokollid. 1934, p 765-767, p 790-791
170 Ibid, p 793-796, p 801-802
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oppositions accusations that government was hurriedly asking the parliament to decide on such an

important matter, the Minister of Economic Affairs Kurvits explained that delaying this important

decision would create anxiety among people and create speculation.171 Despite the controversy, the

decision to devalue the kroon was passed.172

Postimees and  Maaleht applauded  government  for  taking decisive  steps  to  solve  serious

situation  after  everything  else  had failed.  Postimees criticised  parties  that  had  fanatically  been

opposed to it with no reasonable objection, thus resorting to unfounded accusations and attacks as

usual trying to cause another government crisis.173 Maaleht argued that previous governments did

not dare to take the necessary measures while current government had realised that the situation was

very serious and drastic measures were needed,  and did not hesitate to take them. Continuing the

economic policy of Päts`  government  would have ended in economic  crash.  Now, Estonia had

followed other cultural countries who had successfully devalued their currency.174

Kaja claimed that everything was done secretly and banks and countryside were anxious. It

argued that nobody knew what devaluing the kroon meant to the economy but it was certain that

there were serious and dangerous times ahead.175 Rahva Sõna protested that devaluing the  kroon

hurt Estonian economy and it would destroy everything that everyone had worked for all throughout

independence period.176

Postimees claimed in its editorial that the mood was calming down and there was no more

anxiety after the kroon was devalued while time was needed before it would be possible to evaluate

the results.177 Kaja however  announced that  there was panic  among people  after  devaluing the

kroon178 and it had worsened the economic situation.179 While Võitlus agreed that it was too early to

tell  the  results  of  devaluing  the  kroon,  it  suggested  that  there  was  general  discontent  and

disappointment.180 Thus, while coalition parties tried to calm the situation, opposition was using any

excuse to show the situation and the “mood of people” as dire as possible.

On  2  October  1933,  as  the  autumn  session  of  the  parliament  started, Tõnisson  gave  an

overview of the political and economic situation. He declared that devaluing the kroon had proved

to be justified and the results were even better  than could have been hoped for. The economic

difficulties had created overall dissatisfaction and disappointment among citizens, so government

could  not  have  hesitated  for  a  second,  it  had  to  take  drastic  measures  that  were  required  by

171 Ibid, p 808
172 Ibid, p 820-821
173 Postimees 29.06.1933, no 149
174 Maaleht 29.06.1933, no 75
175 Kaja 29.06.1933, no 149
176 Rahva Sõna 01.07.1933, no 98
177 Postimees 09.07.1933, no 158
178 Kaja 01.07.1933, no 151
179 Kaja 21.07.1933, no 168
180 Võitlus 29.07.1933, no 61
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realpolitik.  Tõnisson was  happy to announce  that  opposition  had started  to  quiet  down on the

subject  as  it  was  obvious  that  devaluing  the  kroon had  positive  results  already.  While  taking

necessary measures to improve economy the government was careful to do it quickly not to give too

much time to create anxiety and panic. Fortunately largely people remained calm.181

After Tõnisson´s government fell and Päts formed the new one, his Minister of Economic

Affairs  suggested  on  16  January  1934  that  economic  crisis  was  receding  and  would  soon  be

followed  by  economic  stabilisation.  He  argued  that  while  it  was  still  too  early  to  draw  final

conclusion of the effects devaluing had, it was obvious that it livened the economy and softened the

economic crisis although it might not have fulfilled all the hopes put on it.182 Tõnisson argued that if

the matter had been discussed reasonably and calmly instead of accusations and creating alarm and

commotion,  there would be less distrust,  animosity,  disappointment  and disrespect  from people

towards parliament and government. The worst was that the same kind of behaviour continued on

other matters without any regard to the disappointment and mood of the people.183

6.1.1.3. Changing the Constitution

As the overall situation was portrayed so negatively and emotions were running high, one of

the  proposed  solutions  was  changing  the  constitution.  The  need  to  protect  democracy  and

independence were also emphasised throughout all arguments.

There had been referendum on changing the constitution in August 1932 which had very

narrowly failed.  Another referendum was held in June 1933, while  at  the same time there was

another  draft  constitution  presented  by the  Vapsid. Päewaleht argued that  the  Vapsid president

would have too much power and could govern as Lenin, Stalin, Hitler or Mussolini, establishing

one party rule. It worried that the Vapsid would be successful as they used simpler explanations and

slogans.184

There was a  racket  during  Riigivanem Tõnisson´s speech in  Tartu about  the constitution.

While he was explaining parliament´s draft constitution, he was interrupted by noise and blanks

were thrown at his feet. However, most of the people remained calm and he was able to finish his

speech. Tõnisson explained that the aim of the new constitution was to improve the democracy not

to destroy it. Estonia had chosen democracy after gaining independence because it knew Russian

dictatorship  and  although there  were  voices  in  Europe  claiming  that  democracy  was  dead and

should be replaced by the dictatorship, it was not so. The problem was not the democracy, but how

it was applied and that was why the constitution had to be changed.185

181 Riigikogu V koosseisu III ja IV istungjärgu protokollid. 1934, p 830 - 833
182 Ibid, p 1205
183 Ibid, p 1355
184 Päewaleht 02.06.1933, no 149
185 Päewaleht 03.06.1933, no 150
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Because of the interruption and disturbances of peace and calls for violence following the

Tartu meeting, Minister of Internal Affairs issued an order to close Tartu organisation of the Vapsid

as  their  actions  threatened  public  security  and  peace.  Government  also  declared  a  state  of

emergency  in  Tartu.186 The  events  of  Tartu and  consequent  state  of  emergency  caused  heated

arguments  in  newspapers.  Päewaleht argued  that  attacks  on  Riigivanem were  unheard  of  and

showed that something was wrong in national politics. The actions of the  Vapsid were generally

denounced, however,  Farmers and  Socialists tried to take advantage of the situation.  Päewaleht

suggested that the events showed who the  Vapsid really were and called for strict and consistent

measures to protect the state from attacks.187

Kaja found taken measures unfounded, unnecessary and claimed that it showed that coalition

was  nervous  and  did  not  know how to  react  to  people  being  angry  and  opposed  to  them.  It

continued that people responsible for political hooliganism were amongst coalition parties and it

was incomprehensible why the  Vapsid were made responsible as government had not presented

enough evidence.188 Võitlus lamented about the fact that the Vapsid were not the ones responsible as

the  Socialists caused the racket but pretended to be the  Vapsid.  It called for closing of  Socialist

organisations.189

On the  first  day  of  the referendum,  Kaja reported  that  government  was planning to  take

further  measures  against  the  Vapsid,190 while  Supreme  Court  prosecutor  compared  two  draft

constitutions and argued that the choice was between democracy and dictatorship, as even if the

Vapsid constitution was not preparing for dictatorship, it was surely a step in that direction.191

The parliament’s constitution failed the referendum as only 32,6% voted for it and 67,4%

voted against.  On the previous  referendum the result  had been very close,  49,17% vs 50,83%.

Päewaleht argued that  if  the  last  time  parties  had  done as  much propaganda  as  this  time,  the

previous  referendum would  have  been  successful.  There  were  opinions  that  parliament  should

dissolve, but it was not required by law. Päewaleht called the result “punishing punch” and found it

surprising that the margin against the constitution was so big. Recent events had deepened people´s

distrust in anything coming from the parties. The next step should be restoring the trust for parties

as it was impossible to imagine governing the state without them.192 Arguments of Päewaleht show

that it was generally known that the reputation of the parties and the parliament were low, but the

fighting still continued.

186 Päewaleht 07.06.1933, no 151
187 Päewaleht 08.06.1933, no 152
188 Kaja 07.06.1933, no 130
189 Võitlus 08.06.1933, no 39
190 Kaja 11.06.1933, no 134
191 Päewaleht 10.06.1933, no 154
192 Päewaleht 14.06.1933, no 158
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Päewaleht reported that the Vapsid celebrated after the referendum but were also ready for

more strict measures from government against themselves, even though some voiced the opinion

that the state of emergency would be ended and restrictive measures abolished.193 Võitlus called for

respecting the people’s decision and claimed that people had voiced its opposition not only to the

parliament’s constitution but to the whole party system and all the lies and machinations by the

parties, thus parliament should dissolve. The Vapsid were ready to take the responsibility and lead

the country from misery to prosperity.194

Postimees suggested that the  Vapsid propaganda was so successful because of the general

mood and anxiety of people that was caused by difficult economic conditions. It acknowledged that

the result showed the loss of prestige of the parliament.195 Maaleht was surprised by the crushing

defeat of the constitution and suggested that the reason was discontent with the parliament as it was

second failed referendum in ten months and blamed mainly Päts.196

Kaja argued that everybody agreed that constitution needs to be changed and thus at first it

was surprising that the referendum failed. However, considering recent events it was not surprising

as Centre had created crisis and overall dissatisfaction, anger and alert among people as well as loss

of prestige by the parliament, which all caused people to vote against the constitution.197 Rahva

Sõna claimed that Socialists, who were opposed to changing the constitution, were the only ones to

understand people arguing that people would be angry to vote again so soon after they had voiced

their opposition to changing the constitution.198

As the time of the referendum on the Vapsid constitution was approaching, Centre discussed

the  possibility  of  postponing  the  referendum but  concluded  that  it  was  impossible.199 Also  the

question  of  raising  the  quorum needed  to  pass  the  constitution  was  under  consideration.  Kaja

claimed that  Centre was afraid to raise quorum as making the referendum difficult would anger

people  and  suggested  that  coalition  was  hoping  that  the  restrictions  imposed  by  the  state  of

emergency would assure that the referendum would fail.200

Päewaleht argued that changing quorum would put the Vapsid constitution into much more

difficult  situation.  That  kind  of  unequal  treatment  to  the  constitution  coming  from outside  the

parliament would be unlawful restriction on people’s rights.201 Maaleht agreed that there was no

reason to raise the quorum,202 while Postimees argued that raising quorum would be unfair and both

193 Ibidem
194 Võitlus 15.06.1933, no 42
195 Postimees 14.06.1933, no 136
196 Maaleht 15.06.1933, no 69
197 Kaja 14.06.1933, no 136
198 Rahva Sõna 14.06.1933, no 93
199 Päewaleht 01.09.1933, no 237, p 2
200 Kaja 01.09.1933, no 204, p 4
201 Päewaleht 06.09.1933, no 242, p 2
202 Maaleht 07.09.1933, no 105, p 1
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referendums should be held under same conditions.203 Rahva Sõna reported that Socialists decided

that the quorum should be raised204 as voting for the  Vapsid constitution would mean supporting

dictatorship. It also claimed that it seemed like Socialists were the only ones worried about Estonian

democracy  and  independence.205 Võitlus insisted  that  raising  the  quorum  would  be

unconstitutional,206 while Sirk commented that when parties demand 50% they would give them

70% positive  vote  at  the  referendum.  The  coalition  was  not  unified  in  its  opinions  about  the

quorum,207 but the quorum was raised208. It showed how the parties were fighting against the Vapsid

with any means necessary, adding to the story of anxiety and chaos.

Maaleht called for all  Settlers to be against any kind of dictatorship and thus against the

Vapsid constitution as it would threaten Estonian independence.209 It argued that while it was not

against the institution of president it would have too much power, which would mean dictatorship.

It was unreasonable to hope that this powerful president would be a reasonable man who would

have the nation’s best  interests  at  heart.210 Kaja argued that  no constitution can protect  against

dictators, only people not electing them can.211 Võitlus argued that instead of restricting citizens’

rights their constitution was widening them while restricting parliament’s.212

Rahva Sõna reported that Päts was giving speeches in support of the  Vapsid constitution

saying that it had its faults but he supported it, while there was a rift inside Farmers because some

members of the party were against the Vapsid constitution. It questioned how the old agrarian party

that  had  always  supported  democracy  could  now support  the  constitution  that  threatened  it.  It

speculated that Farmers planned to destroy the democracy with the help of the Vapsid and then take

all the power for themselves and get rid of the Vapsid making Päts the president to take the absolute

power.213

As the referendum approached there were hundreds of meetings all over the country where

the  Vapsid or  Socialists were  talking  about  the  Vapsid constitution.214 Meetings  were  popular

although  the  Vapsid ones  were  more  popular.  There  were  claims  that  at  some  of  the  Vapsid

meetings  Socialists caused interruptions but otherwise meetings  were peaceful.215 At the  Centre

meeting the threat of dictatorship was emphasised as the Vapsid constitution gave too much power
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to one person.216 Postimees argued that the Vapsid constitution would make president a dictator.217

While  Socialist Ast  suggested  that  passing  the  Vapsid constitution  would  mean  an  end  to  the

Estonian nation state, as it was a threat to both democracy and independence.218

Päewaleht reported that participation was higher than ever at the referendum, in some places

up to 95% but voting went peacefully.219 The constitution was passed by 420 000 votes to 160 000,

which was a surprise to everybody. There were huge ovations among people after the results were

announced. The  Vapsid leader Sirk calmed huge crowd that had gathered in front of the  Vapsid

main office and told them to keep the peace and order in accordance with the state of emergency.220

Rahva Sõna called  the result  of the referendum fateful.  It  argued that  many people were

disappointed in the state and their lives and thus were willing to try the new order. One could only

hope that Estonia’s fate would not be the same as in Germany and Italy. It called the result the end

of democracy and the establishment of dictatorship though it expressed hope that soon Estonian

people would realise the importance of freedom and democracy.221 Maaleht argued that fighting

between parties had made people angry and disappointed222, and it would be decisive who would

become president as he would be very powerful.223

Kaja rejoiced that the constitution had won and argued that at the referendum people had

voted against current government, thus the government must leave immediately. Päts suggested that

people would not let anybody abuse the new constitution nor to establish dictatorship. Sirk was

satisfied that people made the right decision and argued that all the restrictions should be abolished

to return to normal life. There was no threat to peace nor democracy as the Vapsid had shown strict

discipline at the most difficult times.224 Maaleht reported general Laidoner saying that he was not

afraid of dictatorship as he believed that the  Vapsid would respect democracy. Speaker Eenpalu

stated that the fight to change the constitution had lasted for ten years and he was not afraid for

Estonian democracy as it would just become more certain.225

Supreme Court judge Palwadre argued that the Vapsid constitution would not change Estonia

from democracy into dictatorship. Parliament would still be functional and main legislator. Only in

extraordinary situation could president become legislator instead of parliament. There would not be

one-party rule and Estonia would still be parliamentary democracy.226
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Thus, opinions on the Vapsid constitution had created the story of a threat to democracy and

independence.  The  result  of  the  referendum  had  far-reaching  consequences  as  besides  giving

Estonia a new constitution it also resulted in Tõnisson personally deciding that the government must

resign.227

Päewaleht commented that it was understandable considering the conditions government had

to work in. During these five months government had had to face the worst opposition ever as the

opposition  criticised  every  step  extremely  and  obviously  planned  to  continue  their  behaviour

although that was what people had voted against.228 That opinion strengthened the story of anxiety

and chaos.

Päewaleht and  Postimees reported  that  there  was  a  consensus  that  the  new government

should be intermediary and should be formed quickly to draft the laws necessary to enforce the new

constitution.229 On the 18 October 1933, Speaker Eenpalu asked Päts to form the new government.

He reasoned that new government should be connected to the parliament through Riigivanem. The

only person with enough authority in the parliament who supported the  Vapsid constitution was

Päts who stated that he wanted to form the government from people outside the parliament to lead

the  country  peacefully  to  the  elections  of  the  president.230 Eenpalu  soon  rejoined  Farmers.231

Settlers and  Centre argued that  Riigivanem should  also  come from outside  the  parliament  and

parties. The Vapsid agreed and recommended that it should be someone from the army.232

Although,  Socialists and  Farmers had had difference of opinion on the  Vapsid constitution

and  thus  their  relations  had  deteriorated,  Socialists supported  Päts.233 Besides  Farmers and

Socialists, Päts´ government got the support of Germans and Russians with votes 49 to 38 with six

MPs including Tõnisson being neutral. For the first time, the parties voted for the government but

declared  that  they  did  not  take  any  responsibility  for  the  government.  As  all  members  of  the

government were from outside the parties,  Päewaleht hoped that it would satisfy the call for new

people.234

6.1.1.4. Local Elections

Fighting between the parties continued as the local elections were approaching, and as Kaja

reported, for the first time the Vapsid planned to participate in the elections.235 Võitlus claimed that

the Vapsid would not become a party even if it would participate in the elections and emphasised
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that parties and the  Vapsid movement were not compatible,236 thus firmly positioning themselves

against all parties. However,  Päewaleht reported that after their congress there was no doubt that

the Vapsid was indeed a party which was fighting for power with other parties.237

Rahva Sõna emphasised  the importance  of  local  elections  as the new constitution  would

change governing system on national level. New president would have such wide powers that he

could basically govern alone by eliminating the parliament. Local governments on the other hand

would remain democratic. While it was difficult to believe that people would elect dictator as a

president, it was possible that a person known as democrat would turn out to be a dictator if he

would get so much power. Local governments could in that situation act as balancing factor trying

to get  the  president to behave.  Local governments should become watchdogs to make sure that

dictatorship  would  be  impossible.238 Thus,  once  again  Socialists emphasised  the  threat  to

democracy, and connected it with the Vapsid constitution.

At first  elections  were  held  at  the  countryside.  Postimees reported  that  in  parishes  were

agrarian parties participated together, they won. Where they went separately, one of them won. The

Vapsid had moderate  result  as  only in  three parishes  they were fighting for second place  with

Settlers.239 Maaleht reported that  Settlers were winners,240 while  Kaja claimed that  Farmers were.

They both agreed that the Vapsid did not get nearly as much votes as they had proclaimed.241 Kaja

hoped that town elections would give similar results as country people had remained loyal to old

parties. It concluded that clearly Estonia did not want dictatorship, claiming that Estonians were

deeply democratic and valued people´s state. As much more people lived at the countryside, it did

not matter what the town election results would be, as the countryside had already decided that

Estonia must be democracy.242

In town elections,  the  Vapsid gained majority  in  three  main  towns – Tallinn,  Tartu  and

Narva, while in Tallinn they gained absolute majority.  Päewaleht suggested that this success was

surprise even for the  Vapsid.243 Rahva Sõna claimed that although the  Vapsid won in three main

towns they got less votes elsewhere and the result  was a disappointment  for them.244 However,

Võitlus was very happy about the election results arguing that parties lost the elections as in some

towns the Vapsid got more votes than all other groups together.245 Võitlus reported that for the first

time in history one group gained absolute majority in Tallinn.246 Additionally, in Tallinn Sirk got
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record amount of votes for one person (18 896),247 which was significant in the light of presidential

elections.

Päewaleht reported that it was speculated that as the  Vapsid had never been in the council

before and it was easier to criticise than to govern, they would prefer to remain in opposition in the

councils where they did not have absolute majority. Also, they had argued vehemently that they

would not co-operate with other parties. In Tallinn where they had absolute majority they however

had to take the responsibility and govern.248

Tõnisson argued that the Vapsid had been so successful in big towns because Socialists and

Farmers had created unfounded scandals and rumours about their opponents putting all parties into

bad light, thus people voted for new movement that had declared themselves enemies of all parties.

In the countryside and smaller places people had remained calm and faithful to parties, thus giving

hope that if the proper presidential candidate would be found they would vote for him and not fall

for the Vapsid demagoguery. However, it meant that parties had to co-operate instead of fighting

with each other.249 Tõnisson´s arguments sound like a calm in a storm, unfortunately, his call for co-

operation between the parties was ignored, and there was another election to concentrate on.

6.1.1.5. Race to Become a President

It was no secret that Päts had for years tried to establish the institution of the president and had

desired to become the first president of Estonia. Thus, even though the Vapsid had publicly declared

to be against all parties, it was not surprising that there were rumours about an agreement between

Päts and the Vapsid that would assure their support for his candidacy for presidency.250 However,

after the success of their constitution, the Vapsid believed that they were so popular that it did not

matter who was their presidential candidate. Even if they would nominate scarecrow it would be

elected as president.251 Thus, Päts had to find another way to become the president, as  Postimees

suggested, he was the politician who knew how to use the situation to his own benefit, even if it

seemed to be against him.252

Settlers and  Centre chose general Laidoner as their joint candidate for presidency.253 They

called  him  national  hero  and  true  democrat.254 They  emphasised  that  president  must  protect

parliamentary democracy avoiding authoritarianism in his role as a balancing power between the

parliament  and the government.255 He must be above party interests  and personal  greed.  These
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requirements were met by Laidoner, who could unite Estonian people for the common goal and

interests.256 Once again, threat to democracy was emphasised.

Farmers declared that their candidate was Päts as the first president had to be a person who

was  experienced  and  crafty  statesman.257 Kaja emphasised  that  the  Farmers Congress  while

nominating  Päts  for  presidency,  took a  strong stand against  dictatorship.  Päts  argued that  new

constitution had been needed earlier to keep the situation calm. Instead, Estonia got into anxiety and

crisis. He argued that government must be ready to use harsh measures when necessary to protect

the state. Päts assured that as long as he was in power he will not let “fighting go too far to threaten

the security of the state”.258 Päts was clearly already telling the story of anxiety, chaos and threat to

democracy and the state, also portraying his role in protection of it.

Postimees and Maaleht reported that there were rumours that Laidoner was seen as the main

threat by others, thus the Vapsid allegedly contacted Päts that he would become another candidate

to have more candidates against Laidoner to make it harder for him to win. The Vapsid promised to

support Päts in the second round if there was no possibility for Larka to win.259 As Socialists had

decided to propose Rei as a candidate, there were three candidates opposing Laidoner.260 There were

also  rumours  that  the  Vapsid had  had  negotiations  with  Laidoner  to  become  their  candidate,

however Postimees claimed that Laidoner had refused as he could not accept their conditions that

Sirk would become prime minister and Larka Head of the Army.261

To become a presidential candidate 500 signatures had to be gathered from 5 to 27  March

1934.262 Signing was very active and Larka had a huge lead. Päewaleht suggested that countryside

supported Laidoner and Päts263 as if they were a tandem fighting against Larka. According to the

numbers in the biggest towns, Larka was leading while in smaller towns Laidoner was the leader.264

Võitlus, in its last issue before it was closed, reported that overall in seven days Larka had

received 52436 signatures, Laidoner 18220, Päts 8969 and Rei 2786.265 Surprisingly collection of

signatures for presidential candidates continued after the coup and in Tallinn Larka still got much

more signatures than others.266 It did not last long. Soon  Postimees reported that elections were

postponed  by president’s  decree  until  the  end of  the  state  of  emergency.  All  activities  for  the

elections, including collecting signatures were stopped and cancelled. The decree was accompanied

with long explanatory letter stating that in an emergency like war, threat of war, general anxiety and
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restlessness, it was justified to restrict citizens’ rights including the right to vote, until the situation

had  normalised.  Signatures  where  cancelled  as  they  had  been  given  in  “extraordinary

circumstances”.267 Päewaleht reported  that  collected  signatures  would  be  archived  and  the

collection of signatures would start again when the new time for elections was decided.268

All these events leading up to the coup and reactions of the parties and their newspapers to

these  events,  show  how  widely  the  story  of  anxiety  and  chaos  in  the  society  was  spread  by

everybody and thus accepted as the truth. As well as the perceived threat of the  Vapsid and their

constitution to the democracy, while other parties were arguing for protection of democracy.

To conclude, the work of spreading the believable story of anxiety and chaos in society and a

threat to democracy and independence posed by the Vapsid and their constitution, was done by all

the parties and their newspapers before the coup. According to Turner, persuasion is the power to

get people to believe that certain things are correct.269 As the story had been spread for a long time

and by all parties, it was easy for Päts to use it as a believable story.

6.1.2. Story of threat after the coup

On Monday, 12 March 1934, president Päts and general Laidoner took power. Päts declared a

state of emergency in Estonia for six month, a decision approved by the parliament based on the

constitution on 16 March 1934.270 All the Vapsid organisations were closed.271 All political meetings

and  marches  were  forbidden  punishable  by  commander-in-chief  Laidoner  with  arrest  or

imprisonment for three months or fine.272

Laidoner was named as a commander-in-chief and given wider powers than provided by the

law,  which  interestingly  no  newspaper  mentioned.  Political  fighting  was  ended  and  political

agitation by all parties was forbidden during the state of emergency. Laidoner told that any threat

would be demolished with harshest measures and any attempt not to obey the orders would be

punished severely. He promised that there would be no censorship as hopefully editors would know

how to behave. But the newspapers who distort the facts would be closed as had happened already

with the Vapsid newspaper.273

In the evening of 12 March 1934, Päts and Laidoner explained to the editors of newspapers

the necessity of the measures taken against the Vapsid. Päts explained that the Vapsid propaganda

had become a threat to state´s security and peace. Government had kept an eye on this movement

for a long time hoping that it would normalise. Many had expressed the desire for the government
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to restore the order and security of the citizens and now the government had decided to do so.274

Päts used the story of the threat created before the coup to justify their actions.

At the parliament on 15 March 1934, Päts argued that the Vapsid did not plan to wait to gain

the power legally and would have established dictatorship as they had already done inside their

party. Although the Vapsid had been able to destroy their papers before the arrests, he claimed that

there was no doubt that their funding came from outside Estonia and thus they had been a threat to

Estonian independence. Päewaleht explained that Päts could not give too much information in the

interests of the investigation, but argued that it was clear that the government had information that

the  Vapsid had planned a coup in immediate future.275 Postimees added that allegedly the  Vapsid

had had part of the army ready to take power.276 Kaja stated that “all was clear to people now“, as

Päts had painted truthful picture to the parliament about the danger the Vapsid had put the state in.

They had been openly moving toward the coup and revolution.277

Päewaleht was convinced that there had to be urgent reasons for Päts to take these steps and

generally  these reasons were already known,278 Postimees adding that  it  had been obvious that

something had to be done.279 Maaleht also emphasised that state and peace had been under serious

threat  by  the  Vapsid and  the  government  had  to  take  decisive  strict  measures  to  defend

democracy.280 The newspapers used the story of the threat widely spread before the coup as a proof

that  such  threat  had  existed  and  thus  the  measures  taken  had  been  necessary.  It  shows  that

newspapers and parties were quick to help Päts spread his story and persuade the people.

  Päts also claimed that people were not only in fever but extremely sick and government had

to do everything to cure it.281 Päts compared the Vapsid movement with psychosis where people lost

ability to think and were ready for unthinkable things. Päts explained that he had been worried

about it for some time but had hoped that people would come to their senses. As it did not happen, it

was government's responsibility to act.282 Hence, Päts had coined the expression “people were sick”

as an explanation why restrictions were necessary. With that expression, he added severity to the

situation of anxiety and chaos, which explained why the coup had been necessary.

Päewaleht went further with the story claiming that the Vapsid propaganda had been so wild

that with each day rumours about possible civil war became more believable. Without interruption

Estonian independence would have been lost and Estonia occupied by foreign power. The Vapsid

had fuelled civil  war having disrupted normal political  and societal  life,  poisoning the air  with
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threats,  agitation  and defamations.283 Interestingly,  before the coup there was no talk about  the

rumours of the civil war in the newspapers, although they never held back in their opinions about

the Vapsid.

On 15 March, Laidoner met with journalists again reinforcing the argument that the Vapsid

had wanted to take the power and establish one party dictatorship. He claimed that their activities

seemed to be legal but they used terror for their propaganda and were planning to violently take

power if necessary, which would have led to bloody fighting. Laidoner reminded of the 1 December

1924 when Estonian independence had been threatened and emphasised that this time the situation

had been much worse. There were also warnings in other countries – Austria and Czechoslovakia.

Luckily government and president reacted quickly and there was no blood shed.284 Additionally to

the story of anxiety, chaos and threat created before the coup, Laidoner emphasised the threat by

comparing the situation to 1 December 1924 as a severest threat posed to Estonian independence

until now.

Laidoner addressed the army stating that when he agreed to become commander-in-chief for

the third time in the short history of Estonian state, he knew that the fate of the state and its people

was at stake.285 Hence, emphasising his personal role in gaining the Estonian independence and

leading the army to the victory in War of Liberation. Additionally to his role as the saviour of the

country, he argued that the army had to remain the protector of Estonian independence as it had

been in the War of Liberation.

He  argued  that  the  majority  of  the  Estonians  supported  legality  and  democracy,  but  the

Vapsid movement  was  against  the  ideals  enacted  in  the  constitution  passed  by  the  people  in

October. They wanted to destroy everything that was built during the fight for independence and

during freedom years.  The  Vapsid had used threats  and terror  which resulted in atmosphere of

impending civil war and coup similar to the 1 Dec 1924, forcing the government to act quickly and

at the right time.286 Laidoner cleverly used the story of the anxiety and chaos before the coup, but

added severity  to it  as well  as connections to War of Liberation,  Estonian independence and 1

December 1924. Suddenly, the Vapsid constitution was not theirs and they were fighting against it.

Claims that the Vapsid had created revolutionary atmosphere and used threats and pressure

against all parties, were added to the story by  Kaja. It also claimed that the  Vapsid had declared

openly  in  many  places  that  if  they  would  not  gain  power  at  the  elections  they  would  take  it

violently. Additionally, they had created groups in the army and public service terrorising others.287
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In January 1935, Päts reminded of the severe threat that had been posed by the Vapsid and

emphasised the importance of securing Estonian independence. He reminded that he and Laidoner

had helped to build Estonian state and thus had been obligated to take measures against the threat.

They were against dictatorship but if necessary had been and were ready to take the measures to

protect Estonia. He claimed that they had worked in accordance with the new constitution and hard

to  improve  the  situation  of  the  country,.288 thus  implying  to  the  new additional  story  of  state-

building.

Päts used in his story arguments used against the  Vapsid by all  newspapers for a while,

which made his story more believable and made it harder for those newspapers to argue against it.

On the contrary, all newspapers were happy to help Päts in eliminating the Vapsid and spreading the

story of the threat they had posed.

As Estonian population had huge majority of ethnic Estonians (88,2% in 1934) using the

story of a threat to Estonian independence united all Estonians into one social group with the same

goal – to protect Estonian independence. Thus, it was easy for Päts to sell his story as according to

Turner people expect to agree if they define themselves as members of the same group.289 At this

instance – Estonians.

6.1.3. The story of state-building

As the time passed and the imminent threat had been eliminated there still was no talk about

turning back to normality and democracy, instead a story of state-building was created.

Interestingly,  it  was  a  story  taken  from the  Vapsid.  Võitlus had  called  the  referendum a

bloodless revolution and rebirth of the Estonian people and state. It had argued that the Vapsid must

continue their work in improving Estonian state and people´s life.290 It reminded that the work was

still ahead as the old was demolished but the new had yet to be built.291 People had to be united not

divided by group interests only then would it  be possible to build the nation,  thus occupational

organisations must take the place of the political parties. New leaders were needed who would not

care about personal gain and would only work for people and the country.292

In October 1934, Päts invited representatives of all parties to meet him, Laidoner and Prime

Minister Eenpalu to present his story of state-building. He expressed regret that majority of the

parliament did not want to co-operate with the government. Meanwhile, government had important

problems to solve in order to calm the situation and return to normality and had to go on despite

what  parties  and the  parliament  think and want.  Päts  assured that  parliamentarian  order  would
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remain, but many important reforms and new constitution were needed to ensure balance of powers

as before parliament had been too strong and now president was. Referendum would be held to pass

the new constitution, when situation would calm down. At the moment it was impossible to held

elections. He argued that government could not work with opposition, but welcomed everyone to

join the rebuilding work. However, members of the Vapsid who had been in charge and had worked

against the state, could not be released.293

Prime Minister Eenpalu met with journalists on 22 November 1934 and explained that state-

building  took  time  and  there  was  no  plan  to  look  for  possibilities  of  co-operation  with  the

parliament. There would be no elections until the state was renewed and rebuilt. Government hoped

it would not take years but it could not be rushed either. Eenpalu emphasised that Päts and Laidoner

had done so much for Estonia and people should be happy and safe in their hands,294 arguing why

Päts and Laidoner had to be the ones deciding and leading the state-building.

Maaleht argued against the need to change the constitution again as the current one did not

allow to establish dictatorship. It reminded that Päts, Laidoner and Eenpalu all had supported the

Vapsid constitution.295 In looking back to the 1 December 1924, it emphasised the importance of

having clear goals so people could be united towards common goal,296 which was offered by Päts to

be state-building.

In his New Year’s Eve speech on the now state owned radio, Päts stated that he knows that

some accuse them of wanting to establish a dictatorship, but declared that he can openly state that

there were no such ideas. There was no other way as they had to act in the interests of the state and

its people. Time had shown and people had agreed that it had been the right decision. He reminded

that he and Laidoner had worked together also in ensuring Estonian independence. The goal was by

abiding the laws to guide the state to the condition where people could govern it. He claimed that

some  things  had  not  been  done  well  during  16  years  of  independence,  including  the  first

constitution and their  goal was to rectify these mistakes.  All changes would be democratic  and

people would be the highest power. He claimed that people had shown their wish to continue this

work and  that  everybody had to  work  together.  He hoped  that  return  to  democracy  would  be

possible in 1935.297 Thus, while keeping alive the hope of a return to democracy, he emphasised the

importance of changes and state-building.

Tõnisson found assurance in Päts` speech as he claimed that everything would be done in

accordance with the laws, as he believed it to mean constitutionally. The constitution stated that

293 Päewaleht 06.10.1934, no 275, p 3
294 Päewaleht 22.11.1934, no 322, p 1, Postimees 22.11.1934, no 320, p 1, Maaleht 23.11.1934, no 137, p 1
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parliament  must be elected by people and ensured that  Estonia was democracy.  For such huge

changes public discussions including as many people as possible would be obligatory.298

Kaja argued that although some newspapers repeatedly wrote about the death of democracy,

democracy was not in danger. The danger had been averted and the government had repeatedly

assured that parliamentarian democracy would remain it only needed to be reformed. These were

times of renewal.299 Thus, the story of the threat to democracy had become a story of building a new

democracy and state-building.

In January 1935, Rahva Sõna argued that political situation in Estonia was complicated and

unclear, but also very serious and full of threats. It suggested that democracy was broken by people

with its own free will by passing the new constitution. Thus, measures taken on 12 March were

necessary. The goal was to return to parliamentarian democracy based on political freedom and

competition between free political parties as soon as possible. However, the question was how to

heal the people?300 Socialists were still supporting democracy and seeing the Vapsid constitution as

a threat to it, but at the same time approved of Päts´ action and supported his story of people being

sick.

Päewaleht argued that Estonian people were not sick nor dangerous and there was no need to

control them for a long time. The problem was the inability of the parties to agree on changes

needed to the constitution. Thus, people had not had any other choice than to pass this constitution

to  end  parliament´s  absolute  power  and  balance  it  with  stronger  president.  Päts  had  himself

supported that constitution. There was no reason to worry about people as the majority supported

democracy.  Päewaleht argued that everything depended on how to enact the current constitution

which was democratic if applied correctly.301 Tõnisson argued that the constitution should not be

changed so quickly again, instead it must be enacted democratically and only people could change

the constitution by referendum.302 Thus, some newspapers were voicing opposition to state-building,

but that did not stop Päts.

Kaja reported that Päts revealed the plans for reorganising the state by organising people

based on professions and new constitution must be drafted. People would be asked to authorise

government to form the Constituent Assembly that would draft new constitution and decide which

was the best way to reorganise the state,303 thus making it seem like Päts is not the one making

decisions, and people still have some say in state matters. Even if only to let Päts to decide.

Rahva Sõna reported that in his speech Päts portrayed himself as a fearless leader who did

not doubt for the second to take necessary measures to protect independence. He emphasised that it
298 Postimees 05.01.1935, no 4, p 2
299 Kaja 08.01.1935, no 7, p 2
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would be dangerous to held elections now as the fever had not yet passed. It was necessary to re-

organize society and until it was done, elections could not be held. He criticised the constitution and

emphasised that anybody else than him would abuse it. Meanwhile, he used the wide powers given

to him by the constitution only as much as necessary to avoid danger. However, if everything was

not done in absolute agreement with him and the government, he would not hesitate to take severe

measures.304

Päewaleht, Postimees and Maaleht still defended democracy and the parliament,305306307 which

shows that at this stage newspapers were still able to criticise Päts and his ideas, as well as defend

democracy.

A year had passed since the coup, which Kaja called a year of peace as Estonia had been on

the eve of civil war and claimed that nobody wished to go back.308 Official book called „One year of

state-building” was published full of official propaganda of the threat averted and important state-

building work done during the year.309 However, Postimees still hoped that changes were temporary

and parliamentary democracy would be restored.310

Propaganda leader  emphasised  on  the  radio  that  everybody had to  join  in  state-building

through the new organisation  Fatherland League (Isamaaliit).  There was no place for different

opinions and fighting, thus opposition was not allowed. He emphasised that Estonian independence

had been in danger and new order was needed to secure it. People had wanted the measures taken

on 12 March and were happy about the work done since then.311

Kaja stated that creating new order meant that there was no going back and although people

had improved from their sickness during the year of rebuilding, they still needed time to completely

recover. Recovery meant realising that old order was wrong and new order was needed. What kind

of new order was not debatable as it was decided and as long as everybody did not agree, people

remained sick.312

Rahva Sõna argued that there could not be any question that after danger had passed Estonia

would return to parliamentary democracy. Thus, it could not agree with Kaja that there was a new

order, and compared it to Hitler’s Germany. Everybody had agreed that taken measures had been

necessary  but  temporary.313 Tõnisson  emphasised  the  importance  of  changing  the  constitution

legally by referendum. He emphasised the importance of democratic constitution as the government
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had promised. One of the most important principles of democracy was general elections and thus

Constituent Assembly must be elected by people.314

In September 1935, Päts changed the law so he could veto any attempt to held referendums.

His action was timely as two groups of people (one including Larka) had issued requests to the

parliament to change the constitution. They wanted to restrict the possibilities of endless state of

emergency  and  postponing  the  elections.315 Päewaleht suggested  that  Larka  tried  to  limit  the

possibility of declaring state of emergency to avoid it being used in inner political fighting. The

goal was to strengthen the role of the parliament but Päewaleht suggested that parliament was too

small and that current constitution allowed parliament to have bigger role but it depended on the

will of the president. It argued that Larka´s changes to the constitution would threaten security and

order in Estonia. But it found it positive that the Vapsid agreed that constitution had to be changed

as well as them supporting democracy and parliamentarianism.316

At the assembly of the Fatherland League, Päts emphasised the importance of changing the

constitution,  establishing  two-chamber parliament  and rebuilding the state.  Eenpalu stressed the

importance of the role Fatherland League had as a political and societal organisation in re-building

the state.317 Päewaleht hoped that the first chamber of the parliament would remain representative of

people and emphasised the importance of parties in democracy.318

Päewaleht wrote  that  Päts  had  many  times  assured  that  state-building  would  mean  that

Estonia remains democracy and it would not be governed by one person. The decisions would be

based on organisations and the parliament would have two-chambers where one has politicians and

other brightest heads in it. President would be neutral balancing power between the parliament and

government and between two chambers of the parliament. Members of the parliament would be

elected by individual elections and some named by the government.  Päewaleht emphasised that

most important was that Estonia would remain democracy,319 and that parliament would remain the

most important institution.320

To conclude,  the story of anxiety,  chaos and threat  to democracy and independence was

created before the coup by all parties and their newspapers. As it was spread widely and over long

time, it had become believable and the situation was ripe for Päts to use it to persuade everyone that

coup had been absolute necessity. He used these believable stories as a response to the perceived

threat to democracy and independence by the Vapsid, thus creating both stimulus situation and the

response to it. All parties and their newspapers, as well as independent newspaper Päewaleht were
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more than happy to see the  Vapsid eliminated and helped Päts to persuade people to believe his

story. Soon another story – of state-building – was added by Päts and his closest associates, to

justify why it was not possible to return to normality as well as to give everyone a common goal.

6.2. LEGITIMACY AND CONTROL

Power as a control is according to Turner “the capacity to get people to do what one wants

without persuasion”. Legitimate authority is based on the acceptance by the target of one´s right to

control by the virtue of their position within the group structure.321 I will show how Päts used his

position as a president with wide powers under the new constitution so he could portray his actions

as legitimate.

Control means that in-group members believe that it is right for a certain person to control

them in certain matters. A person’s authority depends on the identity, norms and goals of the group,

its beliefs and the situation in which it finds itself.322 I will show how while continuously telling his

story Päts persuaded people that they were in dangerous situation and thus needed him to take

measures to protect them even if it meant restrictions. And as he was the president he seemingly

took these measures legally based on the new constitution.

There are various factors affecting the acceptance of authorities control as an in-group norm,

e.g. the ideology and goals of the group members, their history of success or failure for the group,

the  degree  to  which  the  authorities  are  perceived  as  more  or  less  prototypical  of  the  relevant

identity.323 I will show how Päts cleverly used both his and Laidoner’s past achievements to reason

why they needed to be the ones taking over. They both mentioned it repeatedly and the cult of

personality was created.

My question is, what measures Päts took to take control and how he portrayed them as

legal?

6.2.1. State of emergency and measures taken

Already before the coup, Maaleht reported that the government had strengthened the state of

emergency. The government was given the right to fire civil servants except judges and prosecutors.

Political  badmouthing  and  pressuring  of  others  became  punishable  by  imprisonment.  Maaleht

commented that Päts and his supporters had severely criticised previous government for declaring

state of emergency but now they had to strengthen it themselves.324

321 Turner, 2005, p 8
322 Ibid, p 11
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After the coup, Tõnisson emphasised his support for taken measures as they were necessary

to protect the state and democracy. He emphasised the importance of supporting Päts and Laidoner

as long as the measures taken were necessary and democratic.325 Thus, it is obvious that Päts did an

amazing job in persuading everybody that the measures taken were necessary, unavoidable and also

legal. Nobody doubted his arguments and claims. Instead, all parties rejoiced that the  Vapsid had

been closed and their opponent eliminated.

Also, Centre and Settlers could not have argued against the measures taken as they had done

the same while in government and though their restrictions had been much more lenient, they had

been arguing for stronger measures. Meanwhile, Farmers and Socialists changed their tune as they

had  been  against  measures  taken  when  Tõnisson´s  government  took  them,  but  as  they  saw

themselves as part of the coalition, there was no reason for them to criticise and instead they were

happy that the Vapsid had been eliminated.

It was reported that it took awhile for people to become aware of the state of emergency and

arrests, but situation was calm all over Estonia. There were also claims that people had been waiting

for measures to be taken against the Vapsid whose activities had gone too far. Päewaleht reported

that people were calm and generally approved of the steps taken as it was considered necessary to

protect democracy.326 While it is impossible to know what the people thought, it does appear that

the story was sold and most of the people were persuaded. For others, who might have not believed

the story, there was no reason to doubt that declaring the state of emergency was done legally, as

there had been no time in short independence time when there was not a state of emergency in at

least some parts of Estonia. Thus, declaring the state of emergency was nothing extraordinary, and

at first Päts had just gone a bit further with measures taken than Tõnisson had.

Kaja stated that everybody was wondering what would happen with the state of emergency

as September 12 was approaching and alleged that everybody agreed that it should be extended as

the situation was not normal yet. It argued that at least decision of the court in the matter of the

Vapsid activities must be made before the state of emergency could be lifted.327 Päewaleht reported

that according to Finnish newspaper  Helsingin Sanomat government was planning to extend the

state of emergency by one year, while Settlers and Centre wanted it to be six month and elections of

the parliament and president held in spring.328 By that time, the question was not whether to extend

the state of emergency, but for how long.

In September, state of emergency was prolonged for one year. Prime minister Eenpalu told

journalists that political situation had not improved enough and government had to pass some new

laws to ensure safe and secure order before lifting the state of emergency. People had calmed down
325 Postimees 15.03.1934, no 73, p 2
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and situation had improved but not enough and certain groups were ready to attack as soon as the

state of emergency was lifted.329

Tõnisson was not surprised by the news but emphasised that while people needed peace it

was important  that  there  was no tension.  The state  of emergency itself  however  easily  created

tension. Thus, he called for finding ways how the situation would change to be able to abolish the

state of emergency.330 Päewaleht argued that  it  seemed that most of the measures taken by the

government until now had been met with general approval and consensus. However, it seemed more

difficult to find consensus and agreement on prolonged state of emergency. It suggested that break

had been favourable for the parliament  as  old feuds had been forgotten  while  members  of the

parliament had gotten closer to people. It argued that parties had found common goal in ensuring

democracy.331

Kaja approved of the extension of state of emergency and criticised party politicians who

wanted it lifted and elections held. It emphasised that it was temporary and in the interests of people

and democracy.332 It even suggested that it was much better to govern by decrees as it was much

quicker way. It did say that it was not to say that people did not have to participate in governing but

that it must be done differently as was stated in the new constitution.333

Rahva Sõna was not happy with the decision to prolong the state of emergency. It stated that

fascism propaganda will not go anywhere as long as it was in power in Germany and Estonia had

Germans. It also argued that it was obvious that people's mood and opinion had changed. They did

not support the Vapsid any more. However, it was important to speed up court proceedings against

the  Vapsid and  hoped that  the  extension  of  state  of  emergency  did  not  mean  that  same silent

situation would last for one more year. Instead that time must be used to prepare for normality. It

also  emphasised  the  importance  of  having  restrictions  only  as  long  as  necessary  to  protect

democracy.334

It  is  obvious  that  nobody doubted  the  legality  of  declaring  the  state  of  emergency,  and

extending it,  nor  the  measures  taken.  Even the fact  that  it  was  not  legal  to  name Laidoner  as

commander-in-chief, was never mentioned.

6.2.2. Local governments

Päts with a decree abolished the mandate of the members of the local council who were from

the closed organisation.  The members whose mandates  were cancelled were not replaced.  New

local  elections  could  be  announced  in  the  local  and  state  interests  by  the  government  (town
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elections) or Minister of Interior Affairs (countryside). Mayors and local government members had

to be approved by Minister of Interior Affairs. If minister did not approve there would be new

elections. If these fail also, the national government would name the persons instead. All decisions

of local council had to be approved by Minister of Interior Affairs. If the mandates of more than

30%  of  the  local  council  members  were  abolished,  the  government  would  name  the  local

government. Mayor of Tallinn would be named by the president.335

Postimees  reported that the decision about the local councils  was unprecedented as when

Communists  had lost  their  places,  these were divided between other  political  groups.  Tõnisson

suggested that only time would tell how it would work as there was no precedent for it. 336 Postimees

commented that it showed how wide powers president had been given by the new constitution. The

parliament had the possibility of saying no if necessary but obviously it was not easy. Meanwhile,

postponing the elections was inevitable after the state of emergency was declared and the political

situation had become anxious and dangerous. Minister of Interior Affairs was given relatively wide

powers  to  purge the  local  councils.  With  these  decrees  national  government  gained  significant

control over local governments.  Postimees questioned if it was necessary and in accordance with

the principles of local governance while arguing that as the new constitution gave enormous control

to president over national organs it was logical that national government had similar control over

local governments,337 thus considering these measures legitimate and based on the new constitution.

As  the  Vapsid had  won  in  all  biggest  towns,  national  government  could  name  new

governments  in all  of them.338 Postimees criticised  that local  councils  had their  most important

responsibility – the right to form local governments, taken away.339 Tõnisson argued that specialists

should  be  named  as  members  of  the  local  government  and  argued  that  main  criteria  must  be

knowledge, while membership in a party should not be a hindrance.340

Army generals  were named as mayors  of Tallinn and Tartu,  Jaan Soots and Aleksander

Tõnisson  respectively.  Former  mayors  were  left  on  as  aids  to  mayors  in  both  towns.341 Jaan

Tõnisson argued that naming the generals as mayors was against the principle of local governance

and not in the interests of general political peace. He was disappointed that general mood had been

disregarded as he had hoped that opinions and suggestions of the parties would be considered as

they were representatives of citizens and elected to local councils. He concluded that political peace
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could not have been the reason and expected to hear better arguments.342 Thus, the leader of the

opposition was questioning not the legality of these decisions, but the substance.

Päewaleht reported that Eenpalu emphasised that fighting must stop in local councils and

their  members  must  forget  party  interests  as  they  were  elected  to  work  in  interests  of  local

community and Estonia.343 In short, government took control of local governments openly, claiming

its legitimacy based on the Vapsid constitution. And there were no arguments to the contrary.

6.2.3. The parliament and the parties

Soon after the coup, Postimees reported that Laidoner as commander-in-chief was restoring

order and eliminating activities against  the state.  Laidoner stated that precondition for restoring

order was an end to all kind of party fighting, thus parties had to stop their activities temporarily. 344

Tõnisson argued that the measures taken were needed thus he had to approve. He declared that

Laidoner  personally  would  guarantee  that  everything  was  done  well.  He  did  emphasise  the

importance of democracy and protection of it.345 Laidoner explained that parties would stay active

and meetings among party members were allowed but not if they “did any politics”.346

Kaja reported that elections of the president and the parliament were postponed until the state

of emergency would be lifted. Kaja argued that it was both legally and substantially correct move

by Päts. Since new constitution gave the legal right and it was obvious that in the current situation it

was impossible to have free and orderly elections. Although, people were freed of terror by the

government actions, the situation was still not calm enough. As the meetings were forbidden it was

not possible to have normal elections. People needed peace,347 not elections.

Päewaleht considered  postponing  parliamentary  and  presidential  elections  reasoned.348 It

argued that it was nonsense to talk about eliminating parties as there would always be differences in

opinions  and interests  in  society,  even if  political  parties  would  be  prohibited.  But  there  were

always also uniting aims and interests which as well as political maturity had not yet developed

enough.349 Kaja found the parties necessary as it was the way for people to participate in governing.

The restrictions on political meetings that halted parties activities were temporary and Estonia had

to remain democracy.350

Maaleht was hoping that although, during the independence years there had never been time

when there was not part of Estonia in state of emergency, the rumours that there would never be
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elections were not true. However, the wording of the decree left it possible. It was possible to held

elections during the state of emergency as was shown by the referendum on the Vapsid constitution.

Parliament received vote of no confidence in referendum and thus the elections should be held as

soon as possible. People, as the highest power of the state, should be able to voice their wish at the

elections. It argued that most of the Estonians were politically mature and valued democracy with

strong working parliament. Although, there seemed to be parliamentary crisis all over the world, it

had spread among less developed nations who were used to be governed by one person – Russia,

Italy, Germany. In more mature countries – England, Sweden, France, Denmark, people supported

parliamentarianism and were against dictatorship.351

Maaleht emphasised that elections should be held at least in fall and argued against those

who claimed that it  would be too soon and that people need more time to calm down. On the

contrary, Estonian people wanted to participate in governing of the state and only way to do that

was through elections. Extraordinary measures had been necessary but now in the hands of capable

general Laidoner situation was under control. There should be no delay in return to normality. Most

of the people had turned their back on the  Vapsid as they had believed in their ideals and their

promises. They had had no idea about their plans for the violent coup. Only new elections would

get rid of opposition feelings among people.352

Meanwhile, the Board of the Parliament was working – delegating president´s decrees to its

commissions for discussions (as draft laws would be) and announcing that it would soon discuss the

matter  of  narrowing  down  the  number  of  parliamentary  members  as  required  by  the  new

constitution.353 It  adds  to  the  impression  that  Päts  did  everything according to  the  constitution.

Although, the parliament was not in session because of the extraordinary times as Päts argued, its

Board was working and the parties had not been eliminated, only silenced.

Rahva Sõna was very critical commenting on the rumours that Päts would end parliamentary

session as there could be no reason for it. It argued that parliament should end its session itself.

There was no reason to think that parliament would not support measures taken to assure security

and peace. President ending its session would be very bad precedent and tarnish the reputation of

the democracy. If the parliament would approve presidents` decrees, it would bolster and secure its

position.  Rahva  Sõna was  highly  critical  as  to  what  was  the  stately  necessity  that  reasoned

presidents` decrees as well as argued that president signing international treaties by its decree was

against the constitution. Even if the allegation that parliament had lost people´s trust was true, it was

still  the  only  institution  elected  by  people.  President  and  government  were  appointed  by  the

parliament. If the parliament had no trust, how could president and government have it?354 Socialists
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were the only ones to point out that not everything Päts did was legal although the new constitution

gave him wide powers. But as the general opinion was that Päts acted legally, its opinion was lost in

the midst of justifying information.

On 24 April 1934, president Päts ended the session of the parliament. According to the new

constitution, the parliament itself could come into session only if at least 25 members express their

wish to do so, but president would decide how long that session would be. Parliament could come

into regular session in October, but president could send them home. Thus, the new constitution

gave the power to the president to control the parliament. However, the Board of the parliament

would still be working. Päewaleht hoped that since Laidoner in his speeches had showed support

for  democracy,  the  aim would  remain  democratic  people´s  state.  Current  stage was considered

transitory period as  the previous  version of  democracy had failed.355 Rahva Sõna expressed its

disappointment that Päts ended the session of the parliament,356 but did not argue the legality of it. 

Tõnisson discussed the fact that political activities had been forbidden to calm the situation.

But the quietness did not mean that political life stood still. Political parties were not forbidden

themselves and argued that other political parties should not be punished for the Vapsid activities.357

Throughout  summer,  discussion  about  the  future  and  the  need  to  protect  democracy

continued.358359 Päewaleht argued that there was no reason for the parliament not to reconvene at the

beginning  of  October.  As  new  elections  were  postponed  there  was  no  reason  to  prolong

parliaments`  summer  vacation.  If  parliament  would  not  reconvene  it  would  be  breach  of  the

constitution and there was no reason to believe that government was willing to do that. It expected

parliaments` role to be small and government to continue to govern by decrees. However, Estonia

was still democracy.360

Postimees suggested that during the almost four months that had passed since 12 March the

situation had calmed down and at some point Estonia must return to normality and the way things

were before. However, apparent satisfaction of  Kaja  with the current situation rang some alarm

bells  that  it  could  continue.  Postimees emphasised  that  current  situation  was extraordinary  and

temporary. It expressed belief that Päts did not intend for it to last.361

Kaja refuted rumours that soon restrictions on the parties would be lifted362 and reported that

government  had  decided  that  there  was  no  reason  to  call  the  parliament  into  session  at  the

moment.363
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Maaleht questioned  why there  was  talk  of  the  need  to  change  the  constitution  again  as

Estonia was supposed to be democracy where people decide and people had only recently clearly

stated its wish by passing the new constitution which had not been fully enforced yet. However, it

stated its belief that government would keep its promises by honouring the new constitution and

ending the state of emergency as soon as possible.364 Päewaleht and Rahva Sõna argued the same,

as Päewaleht called for the parliamentary and presidential elections to enforce the constitution that

gave people and its elected president more power. At the moment, there was no president, only

Riigivanem who  had  not  been  elected  by  the  people  and  had  gotten  his  powers  from  the

parliament.365

Maaleht suggested  that  the  talks  of  the  need  to  change  the  constitution  were  based  on

Farmers wish for dictatorship. As it was impossible to publicly destroy democracy, Farmers tried

to do it secretly, step by step.366 Rahva Sõna defended the right of the democracy to take measures

to  protect  itself  even if  majority  of  people  had  been  fooled  by  those  threatening  it.  The  only

question was which measures could be used. While every democratically thinking person approved

of  the  measures  taken  against  the  Vapsid on  12  March,  it  remained  questionable  why  it  was

necessary to forbid all democratic parties. It weakened democracy and was unnecessary. It was still

not too late to create united front of democratic parties with people against fascism and the Vapsid

movement.367

Postimees remained  cautious  of  Settlers call  for  elections  and removal  of  restrictions  on

political parties as it might have been too early to do that. Centre had approved measures taken as

unavoidable and had not changed its mind. At the same time, Centre did not approve some of the

acts of the government, but waited until parliament could discuss these decrees.368

Prime  Minister  Eenpalu met  with  journalists  arguing  that  government  was  protector  of

democracy. However, it was important that there would be no political fighting and thus restrictions

on political  parties  would  remain  for  now.  Newspapers  should  abandon  political  criticism and

everybody should feel responsibility for common goals. He assured that parliament would be called

into session but it  should not look for conflict  nor negativity towards government.369 Päewaleht

commented that although according to Eenpalu parliament would come into session, it was warned

to behave as government wished or it would be sent back home.370 Eenpalu argued that although it

was possible to call current government authoritarian as it was not accountable to the parliament,
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there was no authoritarian regime in Estonia and government  was safeguarding democracy.  He

assured that Estonia would remain parliamentarian democracy.371

Tõnisson was satisfied with Eenpalu`s assurance that parliament would be called into session

despite rumours to the contrary. He worried about the threat to democracy but found assurances

from Eenpalu`s statements. However, he argued that there was no reason to restrict all parties.372

Maaleht was happy that Eenpalu had ended long silence from the government about its plans at this

difficult time. He had not explained everything but at least had given some information.  It was

certain that parliament would come into session but could not oppose government nor initiate vote

of no confidence for Päts. There was no word about possible elections. Maaleht was sceptical about

claims that government was non-party as it had been appointed by Farmers,  Socialists and ethnic

minorities. However, it hoped that government´s goal would be common interests. Eenpalu assured

that difference of opinion was allowed however cautioned for discipline and mutual respect.373 

Kaja commented on other newspapers comments that although they seemed to be satisfied

with some of Eenpalu`s explanations, they wanted to continue party politics.  Kaja questioned if it

was sensible in current situation. All party activities were forbidden as the government had to treat

all parties equally. Allowing party politics would mean returning to the time before 12 March and

allegedly nobody wanted it. Thus, for now it was not possible. First, people had to recover from the

“sickness“ and although there were signs of recovery, time and peace and reforms were needed.

Allegedly most of the people were happy with current situation and did not feel the need to “raise

the voice“ as Socialists, Centre and Settlers wanted.374

Rahva Sõna argued with  Kaja in support of the parties and the need to give them some of

their  rights back. It questioned the need to shut down all  parties instead of only the  Vapsid as

government had not hidden the fact that the measures taken on 12  March were against the Vapsid.

Rahva Sõna compared it to the 1 December 1924 when only Communist Party was closed and

measures were taken only against them and questioned what was the difference now as there was no

reason to believe that any other party than the Vapsid was any threat to democracy and state order.

Other parties would have helped to fasten the road to normality. However,  Rahva Sõna suggested

that even if it was necessary to restrict parties it was unreasonable not to allow activities inside the

parties. It ridiculed reasoning that restrictions had to be placed on all parties equally. The restriction

had opposite effect as the Vapsid were the only party active as they had gone underground while

democratic  parties did not want to do that not to oppose government and worsen the situation.

Rahva Sõna argued that six month of silence had been enough.375
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Maaleht argued that situation had calmed down enough for Päts or government to explain his

decrees before issuing them as laws would be discussed beforehand. As Eenpalu had assured that

government was transitory and protector of parliamentarian order, it would show its good will and

prove its wish to protect democracy. Maaleht agreed that opposition should behave but it still had a

huge role  in  democracy.376 Interestingly,  while  newspapers  were  discussing  these  matters,  Päts

remained silent and in the background, as Eenpalu was the one giving explanations.

Päewaleht stated the need of restricting presidents` powers as he was very powerful already,

however it saw the dangers of a two-chamber parliament as an attempt to diminish parliament’s

powers even more. Thus creating a situation where president could govern without first chamber

altogether, while second chamber was appointed by himself. However, nobody thought it possible

to have a referendum to change the constitution.377

Päts presented parliament with the proposal for co-operation while stating that there was no

changing it. He had decided that it would not be regular session of the parliament, instead it was an

extraordinary session, thus limiting parliament’s capacity. He ordered that parliament would come

into session only for him to give an overview of political and economical situation and only the

leader of each party could ask questions. After that meeting, parliament would be sent away again.

He argued that parliament had to help him, Laidoner and government in securing parliamentarian

order, to make elections possible and in their difficult constitutional work.378

Maaleht called it unheard of that government would issue strict guidelines to the parliament

to behave.  Although new constitution  restricted  the role  of  the parliament,  it  still  did not  give

government powers to interfere in parliament’s autonomy.379 Kaja reported that parliament had no

right  to  come into  session unless  president  called  it  into  session.  It  considered  the  restrictions

justified as this parliament’s role was to fulfil only absolutely necessary tasks until the new one was

elected. If there would be a conflict between government and parliament, there was no doubt that

people  would  support  the  government.380 Thus,  there  was some argument  as  to  what  were the

powers of the president and if all the actions taken by Päts were legal.

Päts, Laidoner and Eenpalu met with representatives of the parties to present them with the

proposal and give explanations if necessary. Päts emphasised that it was transitory time to different

kind of democracy.  They argued that  the  proposal  was not  an order  but  a request.381 Tõnisson

expressed hope that despite belittling parliament, it might in a long run help parliaments reputation

and it would become more obvious how important parliament is if it has smaller role temporarily. 382
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Kaja did not like the questions by party representatives about the minimised role of the parliament.

Laidoner explained that there were three groups in internal politics at the moment: defenders of

democracy as it was ensured now by the government, the ones wishing to go back to the situation

before 12 March and the supporters of dictatorships who were ready even for terrorist attacks.383 

Rahva Sõna stated that as the current flawed constitution allowed different interpretation,

political reasoning had to be taken into account. However, Päts had assured that his duty was to

keep parliamentarian democracy. It criticised Päts for not trusting parliament enough as he asked

parliament to trust him and government. Setting such restrictions on the parliament showed lack of

confidence.  Though restricted,  parliament  still  had important  role to play,  as it  had to pass the

budget through which it could influence politics. It emphasised parliament’s role in ensuring return

to normality by fulfilling its role even in those restricted possibilities.384 It gave the impression that

the new constitution had limited parliament´s powers to that extent, not Päts, thus making it seem

legal. 

Maaleht defended parliament  and emphasised  that  until  the  new parliament  was elected,

current one was fully functional. The question of the elections depended upon presidents` wish and

current situation. Both president and government had been appointed by this parliament. Parliament

had to have the right to voice its opinion. If it only had to agree with the government it should be

sent home.  Maaleht called for respect towards parliament  and warned that belittling parliament

could bring dire consequences.385 It  called for the parliament  to express its  opinions freely and

openly as it had a specific and very important role to play in securing democracy.386 

Rahva  Sõna questioned  legality  of  Päts  issuing  decrees  as  only  in  extraordinary

circumstances  he was allowed to do that  instead  of  the parliament  passing laws.  That  kind of

behaviour was threatening democracy. Moreover, it did not seem to be necessary and instead used

to show that  parliament  was unnecessary.  Rahva Sõna compared some leaders of  Farmers and

newspaper Kaja to the rhetoric of the Vapsid as they seemed to wish the current situation to become

permanent and expressed views against democracy. However, it hoped that restricted parliament

might make people miss it and help to ensure democracy in the long run.387 Thus, Rahva Sõna was

questioning the legality of the actions taken by Päts, but did not accuse him directly.

Settler Penno was elected as a Speaker of the Parliament.388 Kaja was not happy that Penno

was elected and accused him of belonging to the opposition and wanting old times back. Penno in

his speech promised to protect parliament´s rights and prestige which Kaja criticised.389 Postimees
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applauded Penno for promising to work on improving the prestige of the parliament and wondered

why Kaja was so against it as it would help to reach the same goal government claimed to have –

return to normality and democracy. It admonished Kaja for arguing that current parliament had lost

trust of the people as the government had been appointed by the same parliament.390

Interestingly it was Eenpalu who gave an overview of the situation to the parliament, not

Päts. He argued that although situation was better and people had calmed down, it had still not

returned  to  normality  and  some  circles  were  still  a  threat.  He  ensured  that  the  goal  was

parliamentarian democracy, but it had to be renewed.391 Päewaleht considered Eenpalu´s speech

rather disappointing as there was no new information and no detailed plan for the government. It

hoped that importance of the parliament would rise and balance of powers would be found.392

 Maaleht suggested that people respected the constitution and nobody wanted dictatorship.

There was a contradiction in Eenpalu´s speech as he stated that there was strong order only to later

state that it was too early to lift the state of emergency as some groups  waited for it to threaten

peace and order.  Maaleht argued that people had never before been as united as in passing the

constitution and the will to participate had not gone away. It had been said that people where sick

but it must have meant the emotions that had died down by now.393

After  Eenpalu  had  given  an  overview  of  the  situation,  parties  had  the  floor.  They  all

emphasised the importance to quickly achieve normal democratic order. Some groups suggested

that it was possible to have elections now while others thought that some measures had to be taken

before it was possible. Some groups criticised Päts and government while others supported them.

After  about  four  hours,  Eenpalu  presented  Speaker  Penno  with  Päts’  decree  to  end  the

parliamentary  session  as  it  was  obvious  that  parliament  did  not  want  to  co-operate  with  the

government.  Eenpalu  in his  comments  expressed disappointment  in the parliament  and thanked

Farmers and Russians for expressing its support while Socialists had promised not to cause trouble

for the government. Parliament had returned to old habits by arguing and even badmouthing and

thus Päts had to end its session.  Eenpalu suggested that Päts, Laidoner and government  had to

continue with the support of people394, without parliament.

Postimees found it notable that neither Päts nor Laidoner was present. While other members

of the government came and went, Eenpalu was the only one present the whole time paying close

attention  to  the  proceedings.395 Tõnisson  commented  that  parliament  had  restrained  itself  and

behaved  as  modestly  as  never  before  during  government´s  explanations.  However,  when

representatives of the parties were given the floor, it became clear that they were ready to defend
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parliamentary  order.  But  they  were  not  looking  for  a  fight  with  the  government  in  these

extraordinary times. Thus, the order to end the session came out of nowhere. However, it was not

surprising  to  Tõnisson  and  he  suspected  that  there  were  more  surprises  planned  regarding  the

parliament.396

Kaja emphasised that Päts had offered the parliament opportunity for cooperation but it had

been denied. Instead, the parliament resorted to the measures used before 12 March.397

Eenpalu and Laidoner met with journalists to explain the situation. Postimees reported that it

had been forbidden to publish speeches of the party representatives in the parliament and thus the

meeting hopefully would shed light if and when it would be possible to publish them. It was not

recommended to publish them except the parts where there was no criticism towards government.

Tõnisson expressed surprise at Eenpalu’s explanations that parties did not want to co-operate with

government  as  the  mood  in  the  parliament  had  been  calm and business-like.  It  could  only  be

explained by the different understanding of the role of the parliament. Tõnisson saw parliament as a

place for discussions and even fights to make sure that the best way was found and everybody´s

opinion  heard  to  avoid  fights  and  crisis  among  people.  It  was  as  important  if  not  more  in

extraordinary times to find out the opinions of people through different parties in the parliament.

While government seemed to want the parliament to come together only to approve everything.

Tõnisson applauded the majority of the parliament that did not agree with that.398 Interestingly, Päts

was not at the meeting, but the government still bothered to give explanations.

Päewaleht gave an overview of the speeches by the party representatives in the parliament.

Farmers supported the government while stating that they did not participate in the government as

it  was non-party government  and thus had not agreed with every single decision but generally

approved of the steps taken. It was emphasised that  Farmers did not support dictatorship.  Settler

Köster stressed the importance of rights and freedoms. Reforms were indeed needed but should be

discussed openly. He argued that parliament had not approved extension of the state of emergency

as was required by the constitution. He also refuted the claim that parliament could not come into

session on its own and only when president invites it. Eenpalu had claimed that parliament did not

have people´s trust and mandate but then government did not have it either as it had been appointed

by the same parliament. There could not be parliamentarian order without the parliament. He stated

that  Settlers did not wish old times back but did not support new unauthorised order either. They

supported constitutional order and called for elections as soon as possible. Socialist Rei expressed

hope in Eenpalu´s  assurances that  parliamentarian democracy would be protected.  However,  he

accused Eenpalu of criticising old constitution and criticised current constitution claiming that it
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needed changes soon. While it was true that by decrees it was possible to solve problems quickly,

constitution saw decrees as extraordinary measure and quickness was not the most important thing

in law drafting. While it was possible to agree that it might not be possible to have elections yet,

Socialists hoped that it would be soon and emphasised the importance of allowing political parties

and expression of different opinions as these would help to return to normality.399

Representatives of the Russian ethnic minority supported government while emphasising the

importance  of  protecting  democracy.  Centre argued that  parliament  had  to  have  active  role  in

protecting democracy and moving towards normality. But as the parliament had no possibility to

voice  its  opinion on president´s  decrees  it  refused  to  give  its  opinion  at  all.  One Marxist  MP

suggested that one party had gained power. An Independent MP claimed that all means necessary

were used to establish unauthorised power against which everybody must fight.  Farmer Teemant

took stage specifying that he did it not as a representative of his party. He argued that he was proud

of the parliament and was sure that democracy will survive as Estonians were democrats. Another

independent  MP argued in defence  of  freedom of  speech.  He also stated  that  government  was

moving towards anything else than democracy. Government demanded co-operation but had done

nothing to involve people. Even those who approved of 12  March had not been included. He argued

for defence of parliament´s basic rights including passing the budget as its singular right.400 As seen

from these arguments, the parties did not hold back in their criticism and questioned the legality of

the actions taken. Since it did not fit with the claims by Päts and his government, the parliament was

quickly sent away.

Kaja accused parliament of refusing to work with the government, thus government had to

send it  home and take  responsibility  to  make necessary changes  alone.  It  argued that  although

constitution had been recently passed it had to be changed, as it was dangerous to give one person

such unlimited power. Such power in wrong hands could lead to devastating results as was shown

by the threat posed by the Vapsid.401 This argument strengthened the claim that Päts was acting in

accordance to the new constitution claiming that it gave him such wide powers.

Maaleht suggested that never before had there been such interest in state matters as people

cared for its country´s future. It hoped that government would continue to work together with the

parliament despite the fact that its session was cut short as co-operation was obligatory until new

parliament was elected. People had to be kept informed through newspapers then there would be

connection between people and the government.402

Laidoner  and  Eenpalu  met  with  leaders  of  the  parties  to  discuss  possible  co-operation

between parties and the government. If it was not possible in the parliament, it would be tried in
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parliamentary  commissions  where  party  representatives  would  be  in  consulting  capacity.403

Postimees reported that  all  party representatives  were called to meet  the government,  while  all

representatives of the newspapers were invited to Eenpalu to discuss what was allowed to publish

and what not.404

Eenpalu  explained to  journalists  that  budget  was not  an extraordinary  question requiring

parliament  to  come  into  session.  Government  had  only  one  party  behind  itself  –  people.  All

organisations and political activity was allowed if it was done in accordance with governments`

politics, while all opposition must stay quiet.405

In November,  Päewaleht emphasised  its  support  for  democracy and expressed  hope that

although at the moment it was necessary to restrict it, soon return to democracy would be possible.

The problem with authoritarian regime was its isolation as it was serving one groups interests. With

all its faults parliament reflected people’s opinions and views, its problems and worries. It had been

hoped that newspapers could fill that void when parliament was sent to vacation. However, it had

not happened. Newspapers did not discuss important matters and political issues. Thus, parliament

was  irreplaceable.  Päewaleht called  for  co-operation  attempt  between  the  government  and  the

parliament and cautioned that the state of emergency that lasted too long would inevitably lead to

authoritarian system.406

Päewaleht reported that  prime minister  Eenpalu said that  the parliament  was in a “silent

state“ at the moment. It existed but could not do anything. All over the country political activity was

forbidden as  quiet  and calm was needed to  rest  from 16 years  of  political  activity.  Päewaleht

expressed fear that in a situation where people could not talk nor express themselves politically,

they might get lost. There was no way to know what people thought and wanted.407

Rahva Sõna argued that as the parliamentary session was ended so soon it was impossible to

tell if the parties had intention to co-operate with the government or not. It called for the president

to call parliament into session.408 It argued that government should soon find a way to connect with

people through current parliament and allow political groups to teach democratic principles.409

In December 1934, opposition newspapers still hoped for and emphasised the importance of

democracy as people´s voice must always be considered by the government. Without parliament it

was impossible to govern and be “in contact with people”.410 At the same time,  Maaleht reported
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that  according  to  Information  Office  there  was  no  plan  to  held  elections  anytime  soon.  Thus,

government would have to find another way to connect with people.411

At the beginning of January 1935, the government was discussing the draft law of the budget.

Postimees reported that the Board of the Parliament met to discuss the draft law and protested that

government had left out salaries of the parliamentarians altogether. The Board argued that these

salaries must be in the budget according to the constitution. Constitution required that members of

the parliament would be paid for the time the parliament was in session but not for more than six

months a year.412 Furthermore,  Postimees reported that in the budget there were no expenses for

elections of the president and the parliament. The Board demanded it to be added.413 Interestingly,

there was no conclusion drawn that it meant there was no intention to held elections nor to invite

parliament into session. At least not publicly.

Tõnisson stressed the important  role budget had in democratic  state and thus why it  was

enacted in the constitution as the exclusive right of the parliament. There were lots of speculations

about how the budget will be passed as Päts had declared that it would be done according to the

laws albeit without the parliament. Tõnisson reported that as a result of the protest by the Board,

expenses for elections were added to the draft but salaries of the MPs were not added. Thus, he

asked, if it meant that parliament would not come into session that year at all?414

Clearly Päts was testing his opponents and his power trying to control the parliament, and

when that  did not  work,  sending it  away.  He claimed that  his  actions  were based on the  new

constitution and in common interests in those extraordinary times.

6.2.4. The personality cult of Päts

At first, Laidoner was very strongly at the forefront, while Päts was in the background. Even

Kaja gave an overview what Laidoner was doing. Laidoner was the one meeting with the journalists

and giving explanations. Though, Päts gave a speech on 15 March on the radio415, he was otherwise

not giving explanations.

By the summer, Päts was more in the picture, as his vacation in Pärnu was reported in the

newspapers. He was greeted by people at the train station as he was leaving for vacation416 and the

government had its  meeting in Pärnu so Päts could participate to make sure that no decision was

made without him even when he was on vacation.417 Kaja reported of his meetings and visits during
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his vacation and of his participation in the government meeting in Tallinn.418 Wherever he went,

Kaja reported that people greeted him with enthusiasm and joy.419 Seems like he made an effort to

be on the picture and made sure it  was  known that  he controlled  the government  even during

vacation.

Kaja reported that Päts would end his vacation and arrive in Tallinn to lead the government,

which would be greeting him at his arrival. The government´s meeting had been cancelled as Päts

was unable to attend.420 While government members were greeting Päts in Tallinn,  he was sent

away from Pärnu by mayor and other important persons. Group of soldiers were lined up to give

him a send off.421 Reporting on president to that extent was something new.

Every opportunity was used to publish photos of Päts. At sporting events,422 visiting different

counties  and always being received warmly.423 Kaja dedicated  its  full  front page for Päts’  tour

around the country, with his photo.424 Päewaleht also published his photo on its front page and the

visit was written about for three days.425 Kaja continued to write about the visit until it was replaced

by another visit by Päts to the countryside.426

Finnish president Pehr Svinhufvud visited Estonia and there were photos of him arriving and

meeting Päts on the front page of Päewaleht. Laidoner was present as well, but he was not on the

photo.427 Next day, reports of president´s visit continued as did photos of him and Päts.428 Reports of

activities of Päts continued in all newspapers.429 Reports of Päts visiting places and being received

warmly continued in autumn.430 Kaja argued that warm bond between Päts and the people was

formed.431 Laidoner was now in the background, there was only small report that he also attended

one of the events with Päts.432

Rahva Sõna commented that for a five months since Päts gave a speech on the 15 March,

there had been complete silence from the president and the government about their plans until prime

minister Eenpalu met with journalists at the end of summer.433 Eenpalu continued being very active
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as he met with journalists and reported of president´s decrees and gave explanations.434 Thus, started

the practice of Eenpalu giving information on difficult matters instead of Laidoner, and still not

Päts.

However, sometimes it  was still  important to remind public that Laidoner was with Päts

protecting  the  state  and its  people.  For  example,  as  the  events  of  the  1  December  1924 were

remembered  and  celebrated.435 Whole  pages  of  newspapers  were  dedicated  to  the  event436 and

interestingly, there was a photo of Laidoner on the front page reminding that he had been called to

protect the state and its faith had laid in his hands.437

Creating  the  personality  cult  of  Päts  continued  as  Kaja published  some  telegrams  Päts

received which emphasised his role in gaining the independence for Estonia, building the state and

expressing support to him and his task, including by War Veterans.438 Interestingly  Maaleht and

Päewaleht also published report of the telegrams received by Päts but it was done in a very short

paragraph.439 It is likely that they were ordered to do so, and had to do it to hopefully still be able to

publish their newspapers.

At  the  meeting  for  local  governments,  entrance  of  Päts  was  staged  as  an  event.  First,

Laidoner arrived and was greeted by everybody standing up and then fanfares announced arrival of

Päts.440 Postimees reported that as he entered hymn was played.441

At the end of April 1935, it was announced that Päts would take one month of vacation as he

had worked so hard it had affected his health.442 His vacation was such a big thing that Laidoner and

all members of the government went to send him off to the railway station and it was reported on

Päewaleht`s front page with big photos.443 There was short announcement that Päts arrived safely444

and some information about his activities in Poland, including meeting the Polish president.445 It

was reported that he was coming back to be greeted by Laidoner, Eenpalu446 and children.447

All this shows, how the personality cult of Päts was created. He positioned himself above

giving explanations guiding and controlling his state and people, while working hard even during

vacations which he took to recover from the hard work done for the bright future of Estonia.

To conclude, Päts was careful to emphasise that the new constitution gave him wide powers
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and thus all his actions were legal. At the same time, since these were extraordinary times and there

had been a threat  to democracy and independence,  he as the president  had to  take action.  The

measures taken were portrayed as necessary and legal.  Even while limiting the activities of the

parties, and sending the parliament away, the newspapers were still allowed to argue against it, but

there were first signs of censorship. At first the speeches in the parliament could not be published,

then editors of the newspapers were reminded to not work against the government. However, he

was careful not to go too far, too soon.

The picture of him as a father, protecting and giving guidance to its people, was emphasised

by creating his personality cult, raising himself above the explanations and difficult questions.

6.3. COERCION

Coercion is an attempt to control others against their will. It can be done through police or

army or other measures available.448 Turner defines coercion as an attempt to control a target against

their will and self-interest through the deployment of human and material resources to constrain and

manipulate their behaviour. It depends on influence and authority over coercive agents (e.g. police,

army).449

Coercion can lead to unified opposition – the more it is used the more likely for the targets to

develop a collective identity against the power.450 The art of leadership is often to coordinate and

balance the use of coercion.451 According to Turner, “selective coercion can be useful if the aim is

to destroy, impede or constrain an enemy”. The coercion is believed to be more effective where the

response required is minimally self-defining, the target individualised, the resources deployed are

detached  as  far  as  possible  from  any  perceived  coercive  intent  and  portrayed  as  legitimate

measures.452

Thus,  I  will  show how Päts  used  coercion  sparingly  and  it  was  portrayed  as  legitimate

measures, both legal and necessary. Also, Päts tried his best to show that measures were not taken

specifically against the Vapsid, as measures were taken against all parties and restrictions set on all

citizens.

I have shown how the Vapsid were shown as a threat and danger to the group as a whole – to

the whole country, and thus as Turner suggests it “enforces one´s legitimacy and power, appearing

as if for the collective good”. If the Vapsid had not been portrayed and categorised negatively as a

threat, according to Turner people might have felt empathy towards them and use of force could

448 Turner, 2005, p 8
449 Ibid, p 12
450 Ibidem
451 Ibid, p 14
452 Ibid, p 16
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have backfired for the authorities.453

6.3.1. Arrests

According to official information on 12 March 1934 about 300 Vapsid organisations all over

the country were closed and about 500 people arrested but by the time this information was given,

some had been released already.454

Laidoner refuted the rumours that some Vapsid leaders had been shot. Arrested people were

investigated and would be held responsible as any other person ordinarily would. He assured that

there was not going to be any terror nor revenge. Government knew that most members of the

Vapsid were not aware of any threat nor illegal activities thus they could not be held accountable.455

Laidoner explained that while many  Vapsid members were released, some new members would

probably be arrested and others sent to live in another place in the country. 456 Thus, arrests were

used sparingly and it was pointed out that most people were not responsible and actions would be

taken only against leaders which is in accordance with Turner´s theory that coercion should be used

selectively.

Päewaleht reported that all over the country 259 persons were under arrest. It claimed that

country was calming down and the Vapsid members were criticising their leaders.457 Kaja reported

that of the 259 arrested, people with smaller roles would be released soon.458 To refute rumours that

the  Vapsid held  in  custody  were  treated  badly,  the  prosecutor  visited  them  in  prison  with

journalists.459

At the beginning of April, Postimees reported that some Vapsid members were released as it

was deemed unnecessary to keep them under arrest, but they were not allowed to leave Estonia. 460

Besides the Vapsid, also communists were arrested and some Socialist leaders were arrested as they

had had a  political  meeting which was forbidden,461 which is  also in accordance  with Turner´s

theory to make it appear as measures were not taken against only one specific group – the Vapsid.

Postimees reported that seven businessmen who had supported the  Vapsid movement were

deported to the island Kihnu.462 Kaja reported that they had knowingly supported organisation that

was against democracy and state order.463
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Päewaleht reported from the court on the matter of closing the Vapsid organisations that the

Vapsid denied the plan for a coup and argued that they planned to take power through elections. The

organisation had not spread any threats and were fighting only against enemies outside Estonia.

They represented issues of their newspaper  Võitlus showing warnings to people not to get carried

away nor to act unreasonably. Defender of the Vapsid pointed out that previously Supreme Court

had ruled that organisation cannot be closed based on the activities of its few members and it should

rule the same way this time. He argued that there was no proof of any plans for coup, even those

nine members that had been arrested were not charged.464

Maaleht’s headline stated that the Vapsid had been preparing for coup and it had been again

proved in the Supreme Court.465 The Supreme Court decided against the Vapsid and declared their

complaints unfounded. The prosecutor gave a speech that lasted an hour claiming that the Vapsid

had planned to destroy democracy and establish one-party rule. Their activities resulted in the loss

of people´s respect for the government and parliament. He argued that the evidence showed that the

Vapsid were planning a violent coup.466

Päewaleht commented that evidence presented to the Supreme Court had been depressingly

heavy and destroying. It had been proven that government was right and obliged to act.467 Kaja

pointed out that it had been decided by impartial court.468 Rahva Sõna reported that Estonia had

stood on the verge of repeat of 1 December 1924 and claimed that new information was presented

in  Supreme  Court  that  proved  the  Vapsid intentions  and  showed  that  they  were  fascists.469 

Interestingly, in the light of the fact that eventually there were no evidence against the Vapsid,

all  newspapers were urgently reporting like there were damning evidence as only a month had

passed from the coup. 

According to Kaja some members of the Vapsid were released on the condition of not taking

part in politics.470 Päewaleht reported that the trial of the members of the Vapsid was expected to

start in autumn and that about 70 remained in custody. The ones released, had promised to stay

away from the Vapsid activities. It was pointed out that even when Päts received requests he did not

decide them himself, these were sent to appropriate authorities. Päts himself had not said a word

who should be arrested or  punished,471 thus  trying hard to  portray an image of legality  and of

impartial prosecution and court system.
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Päewaleht reported that the Vapsid leader Sirk escaped from the prison.472 After few days of

rumours, Eenpalu affirmed that Sirk was believed to be in Finland though there was no official

information.473 Allegedly, Sirk had planned to escape already in summer, but authorities found out

and placed him under strict surveillance.474 Sirk was given permission to stay in Finland for three

months with restriction of no political activities.475

At the  same time  there  was court  hearing  about  the  Vapsid allegedly  spreading  booklets

calling  current  government  unlawful.476 Former  Riigivanem Teemant  was  the  defender  and

emphasised that in democratic society difference of opinion was a positive thing and suggested that

it had been shown that the  Vapsid did not support violence.477 Postimees reported on Teemant´s

speech where he argued that Supreme Court had not yet voiced its opinion about current state order.

However, some parts of his speech where eliminated from the text.478 Postimees also reported that

Teemant´s  speech  was  under  court  investigation  as  it  had  possibly  been  against  state  order.479

Tõnisson commented that even during Russian Empire not to mention Estonian Republic there had

been no such case before that an attorney-at-law was held accountable at court for his arguments.

Moreover, Teemant was member of the parliament and former Riigivanem and prosecutor. Tõnisson

emphasised  that  important  fundamental  principles  were  at  stake480-  freedom  of  speech  and

independence of attorneys.

Reports  about  misdeeds  and  punishments  of  the  Vapsid members  continued.481 All

newspapers published official information that some members of the Vapsid had planned riot and to

take the power when the moment was right. About 20 persons were arrested. They had tried to

organise people but with no success.482

In June 1935, Päewaleht reported on its front page that the trial of 39 Vapsid started,483 none

of  the  accused  declared  themselves  guilty.484 It  reported  that  the  Vapsid argued  that  their

organisation had done nothing illegal and had never called for violence. One of the witnesses told

that state authorities had been certain before 12 March that the Vapsid had no plan to take power

violently although situation was tense. Other witness argued that the Vapsid wanted one party rule.

The prosecutor tried to show connections  with Italians  and Germans and similarities  with their
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systems as well as the Russian system. One of the defendants replied to prosecutors question if the

Vapsid had wanted to establish one leader principle, that not more than had been done now.485 

On the fourth day of the trial witnesses told that the Vapsid planned to take power lawfully,

they had not much money despite rumours and claims to contrary and had had no connections

abroad. One of the witnesses assured that if Larka had not won the elections the Vapsid would have

accepted this as a choice of the people. There were lots of assurances that nothing illegal was done

nor planned.486 While one witness told that there had been threats and talk of taking to arms if

necessary.487 Päewaleht reported on the 5th day that 114 witnesses had been heard.488 Päewaleht

reported that the  Vapsid trial  had ended and the court  was deliberating the decision.  Strangely,

while  Päewaleht published all what witnesses had told, it did not publish what defence lawyers

said.489 Finally,  the  decision  was  made.  Two persons  were  found not  guilty  while  others  were

convicted (including Larka) but put on probation. The decision was made by martial court and it

could be appealed  only  if  any procedural  rule  had been broken.490 Päewaleht reported  that  the

Vapsid appeal to the Supreme Court was rejected.491

Päewaleht wrote that the investigation had lasted more than one year and 148 witnesses had

been interrogated. However, there had been no evidence of any plan to take power violently. On the

contrary, it  was concluded that the  Vapsid planned to gain power legally and democratically.  It

remained unproven as well as the claim that the  Vapsid ever got any money from abroad.492 To

conclude, it was obvious that Päts and Laidoner had not had much proof for their accusations if any

as after one year of major effort practically nothing was found.

According  to  official  information,  on  the  8  December  1935  the  Vapsid planned  coup  to

violently take power, but did not succeed. Many of them were arrested and some papers of the

alleged plans were discovered.493 With that the Vapsid movement ended.

6.3.2 Purges in the army and the police

Shortly before the coup Päts initiated big changes in the army. On 6 March 1934, Päts in his

decree declared his satisfaction that he had the opportunity to become commander-in-chief as a

prime minister in presidents` capacity by the new constitution.494 Päewaleht reported that after the

events of 12 March the Defence League was purged of the members who were involved in politics.
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Mainly the  Vapsid but  arguably members  connected  with any other  political  organisation  were

dispelled and their weapons confiscated.495 Postimees reported that civil service, army and Defence

League were purged of the Vapsid.496

Laidoner denied the rumours that purges in the army were political and claimed that sacking

was  due  to  lack  of  care  in  their  work.  He  claimed  that  he  as  well  as  the  president  and  the

government were receiving many complaints that they were not strict enough.497

Kaja reported that police would be cleared of the Vapsid, about 20 people would loose their

jobs.498 However, Laidoner explained to the journalists that the rumours about revenge at the Vapsid

were unfounded, nobody would be punished just for being a member or supporter of the  Vapsid.

Purges in organisations were done to assure that best people worked for the state not based on their

membership in parties or organisations.499

Päewaleht reported that public servants union newspaper declared that president had reason

to start cleaning public service as many had forgotten their oath and worked in the interests of the

Vapsid. Thus, the extraordinary powers of the president were justified.500 Maaleht approved of the

purges in state apparatus and called for more, though it did argue that people in high positions

should be fired not ordinary workers.501

Postimees discussed that  after  12 March it  had become regular to read about firings and

changes in state apparatus, army and police. While it was natural to get rid of the Vapsid members,

it  criticised  the  fact  that  lesser  members  suffered  while  “big  fish“  remained  in  their  positions.

Postimees claimed that media was pressured not to write about some Vapsid members and called

for fairness and equal treatment to all.502 Postimees pointed out in its next issue that the pressure

mentioned was not from authorities but private sector,503 which sounds strange and suspicious, as

while  there  was  not  yet  censorship,  the  newspapers  were  kept  under  watchful  eye.  

Eenpalu reported that by president’s decree which government had taken to enforce, there

had been some replacements in police. He explained that these changes were not to punish workers

but to re-organise work,504 thus trying to make it look like there was no coercion.

The government was busy clearing the army, police, defence league and public service of the

people considered disloyal, while trying to make it look like normal re-organisation.
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6.3.3. Closing of the parties

On  20  September  1934,  Kaja reported  that  Laidoner  ended  activities  of  the  parties

completely  by  the  decree.505 In  summer,  Socialists youth  organisations  were  closed  and  their

property taken away.506 Thus, by that time Päts and Laidoner tried to make it seem that they did not

only target the Vapsid but every threat to the state.

On 6 March 1935 parties were officially closed from 20 March 1935 onwards forever by the

decree of the Minister of Internal Affairs Eenpalu. Only activities supporting current regime were

allowed.  Eenpalu  explained  that  it  was  necessary  as  some  parties  had  still  tried  to  form  the

opposition. At the moment opposition was not possible as it was a re-building time. The fighting

between parties  had  shown that  parties  could not  be allowed.  People had to  work in  harmony

towards common goals and common good. Eenpalu explained that since all parties were closed all

were treated as equals and encouraged to join the work of re-building the state.507 Once again, equal

treatment was emphasised, as the story had moved from the threat of the Vapsid to state-building.

Päts tried to make it seem like they were taking legal and necessary measures without coercion.

At the same time  Fatherland League was established with the goal to strengthen national

state. It was created by propaganda chief Oidemaa.508 Päewaleht commented that the main question

was how people could voice their  opinion without parties to represent them. Organising people

based on profession could never replace political  representation as not all  professions would be

included. Although in difficult times it was important to find common ground, it was clear that

people  would  always  have  different  ideas  and  opinions.  One  party  rule  was  possible  only  in

dictatorships. As the parliamentarian system was the goal in Estonia, there had to be at least two

parties. Accordingly, Fatherland League could only be temporary organisation in temporary times.

It defended democracy and criticised Kaja for demonising previous state order and party leaders.509 

Postimees commented that since establishing the state of emergency the activities  of the

parties had been restricted slowly but determinedly. Now they were officially closed and forbidden.

Tõnisson  emphasised  that  political  parties  were  necessary  in  democracy.  Democracy  wanted

opinions of the people while autocracy did not and people had to obey the wishes and demands of

the leader. He defended democracy and expressed his belief that even though in some countries in

Europe dictatorships had won it was victory for now and democracy would rise again. So he hoped

that democracy was not dead in Estonia.510 Tõnisson argued that it was impossible to govern without

people and even strictest dictatorship could not last. Since at these temporary times Estonia was
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governed by one person, Fatherland League was created for support. However, there was no doubt

that  it  was a political  organisation.  Only its  goals had been worded broader than usual.  It  was

obvious that one previous party was actively involved and the organisation was formed from up to

down principle.511

Päewaleht looked at Fatherland League’s by-laws stating that it was not the usual political

party as it  did not  aspire  power instead subjecting itself  to the guidance of the government.  It

criticised that  Fatherland League was content with any kind of state order arguing that it should

have stated the protection of the democracy as one of its goals suggesting that government had

stated so. However, the organisation itself was not very democratic and thus Päewaleht predicted

that it would not have too many members.512

To conclude, the parties were eliminated and instead Fatherland League established to make

it seem like people were involved in governing, and still the highest power.

6.3.4. Closing the newspapers

Laidoner  closed  publishing  company  Võitlus on  the  12  March  until  1  September  1934

arguing that it was publishing unconstitutional propaganda against the state, calling people to fight

against it and igniting animosity between different groups in society which was a threat to peace

and security.  The properties  of  Võitlus were frozen.  Additionally  list  of  newspapers  (including

Võitlus) were closed until the end of state of emergency and their registration abolished.513 

Immediately after the coup, Päts assured that there would be no censorship, but editors had

to make sure that there would be no threat to the state. Any newspaper going too far would be

closed.514

In October,  Maaleht was punished for  publishing announcements  about  government  that

created  anxiety.515 Kaja announced  that  Maaleht was  punished  for  deliberately  spreading  false

information about the government.516 Rahva Sõna reported that it was fined for writing about Latvia

and Poland asking if it was forbidden to write about authoritarian regimes.517

In November,  one local  newspaper in Tartu was closed for publishing negative opinions

about  government´s  goals.518 Further  restrictions  were  placed  on  newspapers  by  the  decree  of

Minister of Interior Affairs. Anything damaging for the state or disrespectful towards president,

government, parliament, commander-in-chief or Supreme Court was forbidden. Päewaleht called it

511 Postimees 28.03.1935, no 86, p 2
512 Päewaleht 05.04.1935, no 95, p 2
513 Päewaleht 14.03.1934, no 72, p 3
514 Postimees 14.03.1934, no 72, p 1
515 Päewaleht 14.10.1934, no 283, p 1, Maaleht 15.10.1934, no 121, p 3
516 Kaja 15.10.1934, no 243, p 1
517 Rahva Sõna 02.11.1934, no 86, p 3
518 Päewaleht 23.11.1934, no 323, p 1
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an extremely  severe measure  as  nothing could be written  about  matters  being  decided in  state

offices until it was officially allowed. It criticized the measure for going too far and not allowing

newspapers  to fulfil  its  duties  as information  giver  to  citizens  as well  as  voicing difference  of

opinion.519 Eenpalu argued that the restrictions on newspapers were not restrictions but proper lines

for press freedom.520

On 20 March 1935,  Maaleht was closed by the decree of Minister of Internal Affairs as it

had published articles that criticised foreign leaders of the countries that were Estonian partners thus

damaging Estonian foreign relations, and criticised the government and Estonian leaders with the

purpose  of  creating  anger  and  animosity  among  people,  which  was  forbidden.521 Päewaleht

published official information that owners of the  Maaleht tried to use another magazine to voice

their political opinions but it was closed immediately by the government.522

After  Maaleht was closed,  Postimees and  Päewaleht continued to defend democracy and

parliamentarianism.523 Until  26  July  1935,  when  Tõnisson´s  Postimees was  taken  by  the  state

because  of  its  financial  troubles  and  as  it  had  worked  against  state´s  interests  by  voicing  its

opinions.  However,  the  newspaper  was  not  closed  as  it  had  a  long  history.524 Thus,  another

opposition newspaper was eliminated.

In August Päewaleht still defended parliamentary democracy,525 but then it had to fell in line

with official propaganda if it wanted to continue being published. Thus, opposition was effectively

eliminated.

To conclude, Päts went to great length to show all measures taken as legitimate based on the

new constitution. He also made sure to give an impression that he personally did not decide these

matters and that arrests nor purges were not used for revenge. After the initial threat of the Vapsid

had been eliminated, others were also targeted and it was portrayed as again legal and necessary

measures as well as equal treatment. Päts was careful to go step by step and never too far, as at first

they tried  to  keep newspapers  in  check by telling  them what  not  to  publish  and to  limit  their

criticism, eventually  eliminating opposition newspapers one by one.  While  with parties,  at  first

there were restrictions on their activities, and only later were they all closed, and replaced with

Fatherland League. It all supports Turner’s theory on coercion, as „the art of leadership is often to

coordinate and balance the use of coercion.”526 There was no room left for people to feel empathy

towards the Vapsid or the other parties, as doing so might have meant according to Turner that “use
519 Päewaleht 21.12.1934, no 351, p 2
520 Kaja 20.12.1934, no 300, p 3
521 Kaja 21.03.1935, no 68, p 1, Päewaleht 21.03.1935, no 80, p 1
522 Päewaleht 02.04.1935, no 92, p 3
523 Postimees 04.04.1935, no 93, p 2, Päewaleht 17.04.1935, no 107, p 2, Päewaleht 04.06.1935, no 153, p 2, Päewaleht
15.06.1935, no 163, p 2
524 Päewaleht 27.07.1935, no 205, p 1
525 Päewaleht 15.08.1935, no 224, p 2, Päewaleht 17.08.1935, no 226, p 4
526 Turner, 2005, p 14
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of force could have backfired for the authorities”.527 Thus, it is understandable how important it was

that Päts was careful and taking measures step by step.

527 Ibid, p 17
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7. CONCLUSION

Tõnisson had predicted that the person who would be elected first president would decide if

Estonia  would  stay democratic  or  become dictatorship  or  be something  in  between.528 He was

wrong only in the fact that there were no presidential elections; instead, Päts used his position as a

Riigivanem with presidents` powers when new constitution came into effect.

Päts is widely regarded as a “clever fox” who used the situation perfectly, cleverly taking

action with Laidoner, well regarded general who had led the fight for Estonian independence – a

dream fulfilled after centuries of slavery under foreign rule. While Päts himself did not seem to

have any hope of  winning the  presidential  elections,  Laidoner  seemed to have  a  good chance.

However,  they  were  both  aware  of  the  Vapsid popularity  and the  possibility  that  Larka  could

become a president. All signs showed to Päts that his long lasting dream of becoming Estonian first

president would not come true.

Thus,  he took action.  There are reasons to believe that Laidoner  liked the idea of being

commander-in-chief of the army much more than the possible presidential post. There have been

speculation  that  Laidoner  was  upset  with  the  Vapsid as  despite  the  alleged  attempts  for  an

agreement that they would support him as a presidential candidate, they had decided to nominate

Larka. Not to mention the allure of the story of defending Estonian independence and being the

saviour of Estonia once again. We will never know what tactics or arguments Päts used but we do

know that involving Laidoner in his plans was a brilliant idea executed perfectly.

The analysis of thousands of newspapers offers a clear overview of how the parties helped to

create the story of anxiety, chaos and threat, later so cleverly used by Päts. From the analysis of the

newspapers also emerge the arguments used by other parties which he used to his benefit. As the

newspapers  themselves  argued  at  the  time,  the  situation  before  12 March  1934  was  generally

known529530 and thus they could not argue against the story of threat used to justify the coup. Not to

mention that all parties were happy to see the Vapsid eliminated.

As it was not possible to talk about the imminent threat forever, Päts created a story of state-

building. That idea had been spread by the  Vapsid themselves.  Võitlus had after the referendum

called for building the nation and for rebirth of Estonian people and state.531532533

As my study demonstrates, these stories were successfully used to persuade people that there

was a threat to independence and democracy. According to Turner, persuasion is the power to get

528 Postimees 19.01.1934, nr 18, p 2
529 Päewaleht 17.03.1934, no 75, p 2
530 Postimees 17.03.1934, no 75, p 2
531 Võitlus 19.10.1933, no 96, p 2
532 Võitlus 26.10.1933, no 99, p 2
533 Võitlus 28.10.1933, no 100, p 2
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people to believe that certain things are correct534 and it arises from the collective attempt by a

group to develop consensual response to some stimulus situation.535 As the story of the anxiety,

chaos and threat was not something new and Päts used it to argue that the  Vapsid had been an

imminent threat, he was able to persuade public even though he had no real evidence.

According to Turner, legitimate authority is based on the acceptance by the target audience

of one’s right to control by the virtue of their  position within the group structure.536 This study

shows that Päts used the Vapsid constitution to make his actions seem legal. He declared a state of

emergency, took control of local governments, sent parliament into “silent state” and restricted the

activities  of  the  parties  –  all  allegedly  done  according  to  the  constitution,  thus  creating  the

appearance of legality while taking control.

Päts cleverly used both his and Laidoner’s past achievements to reason why they were the

ones to protect and lead Estonia, and step by step cult of personality was created.

At first, Päts let Laidoner remain in the picture – meeting with journalists and explaining

why it was necessary to protect Estonia – while staying in the background himself. As Laidoner was

soon left to the background and cult of personality of Päts spread – as loved father of the nation

taking care of its “sick” people – Eenpalu was pushed to the front explaining strict measures taken

and the need not to return to parliamentarian democracy but instead the need of state-building and

another constitution.

Päts cleverly used coercion sparingly, but without hesitation. Turner argues, that coercion

can lead to unified opposition – the more it is used the more likely for the targets to develop a

collective identity against the power.537 I have shown how the Vapsid were shown as a threat and

danger to the group as a whole – to the whole country, and thus as Turner suggests it “enforces

one’s legitimacy and power, appearing as if for the collective good”. If the  Vapsid had not been

portrayed  and  categorized  negatively  as  a  threat,  according  to  Turner  people  might  have  felt

empathy towards them and use of force could have backfired for the authorities.538

The art of leadership is often to coordinate and balance the use of coercion539 and to portray

it as legitimate measures.540 Päts argued that measures taken were both legal and necessary and soon

after  the  coup,  measures  were  not  taken  only  against  the  Vapsid,  but  against  all  parties  and

restrictions set on all citizens. Thus trying to emphasise these as legitimate not coercive measures. 

To conclude, Päts was diligent in using the story created before the coup and continuing first

with the story of the threat and then creating the one of state-building. He enforced restrictions

534 Turner, 2005, p 11
535 Ibid, p 10
536 Ibid, p 8
537 Ibid, p 12
538 Ibid, p 17
539 Ibid, p 14
540 Ibid, p 16
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slowly but surely, and used coercion sparingly,  while at the same time constantly giving hope of

returning to normality and democracy.

In conclusion, as my study shows Konstantin Päts used all three ways offered by Turner’s

theory to consolidate his power, leaving his opposition helpless and creating believable stories of a

threat he saved Estonia and its people from and the need for new state-building to occupy people’s

mind and time with.
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